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RATIONALE AND MODEL FOR ADVISORIES
IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
by
Charles L. Woodard, Jr.
July, 1982

This project is intended to show the need, practical
application, and appropriateness to the curriculum of an
advisory program for the middle school child which includes
counselling, value clarification, work with communication
skills, and social and moral development.

Learning

activities will be included to meet the defined objectives
and an evaluation of strengths and problems at the
administrative level will be considered.
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CHAPTER ONE
Background of the Study

Background
The Longview School District in 1978 decided to go
from a junior high (grades 7-9) concept to a middle school
(grades 6-8) concept, and to implement an advisory program
based on moral education.

The author's job as advisory

department chairperson was to work with administrators to
design an effective advisory program.
The original design of this advisory program was
partially based on a sub-committee report on the
characteristics of middle grade youngsters and of an
effective middle school.
The committee felt it was important that students had
the ability to do self analysis.

Another important point

was that advisories be cross-level grouped and that all
groups be treated equally.

It was also felt that the same

student should have one advisor for all three years.
The other important influence upon the design of this
advisory was the observation of the successful Olympia
School District Middle School Advisory Program.

Their

program consisted of activities to teach moral development
and concentrated on:

getting acquain'ted, communication

skills, relationships with others, self-awareness, attitude
1
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awareness, self esteem, and positive image building,
clarification of values, interpersonal behavior, and goal
setting.
Other points that administrators from Olympia
suggested to Longview observers were:

to de-emphasize

young adult behavior such as dances and to promote casual
games between advisories so the students could practice
what they were learning in the activities, and to give
positive rewards for good behavior through the advisories.
Also, they felt it important to schedule the advisories at
an appropriate time of the day so the students would not be
overly tired.

It was pointed out that advisories should

meet every day for a period of time long enough for the
activities to take place.
With this input, a team consisting of the building
principal, two vice-principals, and the advisory
chairperson planned the Cascade Middle School program for
1979-1980 in the following manner:
1.

Each advisory would have the same students all

three years and all advisories would be cross-graded.
2.

Advisories would meet five days a week, 20 minutes

per day between second and third period.
3.

Moral education activities would be presented

twice a week.
4.

The chairperson of the advisory program would

provide the activities.
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5.

The advisory would also be the place to read

special bulletins, etc.
6.

The advisor would serve as counselor to the

students.
7.

The advisor would have the role of interested

friend to help resolve problems between parents-school and
student-teacher.
Purpose of the Project
This project is intended to show the need, practical
application, and appropriateness to the curriculum of an
advisory program for the middle school child which includes
counselling, value clarificatio"n, work with communication
skills, and social and moral development.

Learning

activities will be included to meet the defined objectives
and an evaluation of strengths and problems at the
administrative level will be cons_idered.
The Project
A handbook of lessons for teaching which focuses on
the moral education topics of communication, friends and
relationships, self awareness and attitude awareness, self
esteem and positive image, values, interpersonal behavior,
and goal setting.
Limitations
The project was developed for use by middle school
youngsters.

It is intended to reinforce Longview's middle
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school philosophy that the middle school years should
emphasize personal and moral development.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study the following terms will
be used:
Middle School:

Grades 6-8 at Cascade Middle School,

Longview School District, Longview, Washington.
Moral Education:

The presentation of activities which

will enable the learner to be better able to make conscious
decisions based on his own values.
Remainder of the Paper
Chapter two of this paper will be used to demonstrate
through research that moral education is needed by middle
school children.

Research will also be used to show that

it is possible to teach moral development to middle school
children.

The final part of chapter two will research the

fact that the content of the advisory program fits well
into the middle school program.

The development of the

project is related in chapter three.

The project (the

advisory handbook) will be presented in chapter four.
Chapter five will consist of summary, recommendations, and
conclusions of the project.

CHAPTEJ;< TWO
Review of Related Literature

The research of literature will focus on the point
that moral education can and should be taught at the middle
school and it does fit into the curriculum of the middle
school.
Moral Education Can be Taught
at the Middle School
Dr. Kohlberg maintains that there are three levels of
moral thinking.

The first level is preconventional.

In

the preconventional level the child thinks of bad and good
in· terms of punishment and rewards.

The preconventional

thinker will also be influenced heavily by the physical
power of the person who labels things good and bad.
usual age for this group is 4-10.

The

The second or

conventional level is one in which the individual not only
accepts and conforms, but works to maintain the values of
family, group, or country.

The post conventional level is

when the individual thinks in terms of morals that he
believes to be important (Kohlberg, 1968:26).

Kohlberg

further states that in each of these levels there are two
stages.
At the preconventional level we have stage 1 at which
the child does not think of right or wrong but merely does
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what .the person with superior power tells him to do.

At

stage 2 the individual tries to satisfy his own needs.
Getting along with others is done not because it is
intrinsically right but rather because it may be handy to
trade off with a favor for one's self (Kohlberg, 1968:26).
At the conventional level we have individuals who
demonstrate good behavior to win approval from others,
called stage 3.

At stage 4 the person will conform to the

social order just for the sake of the social order
(Kohlberg, 1968:26).
The post conventional level has stages 5 and 6.
stage 5 the emphasis is the legal point of view.

At

Unlike

stage 4, however, the individual does not see it in
concrete terms.

He feels that if a change in the rules

is good for the social good the change should occur.

In

stage 6 he will feel that universal principles should be
upheld to preserve the rights of the individual (Kohlberg,
1968:26).
An important concept stated by Kohlberg is:
All movement is forward in sequence and does not
skip steps. Children may move through these stages
at varying speeds, of course, and may be found half
in and half out of a particular stage. An individual
may stop at any given stage and at any age, but if he
continues to move he must move in accord with these
steps. Moral reasoning of conventional or stage 3 - 4
kind never occurs before the preconventional stage 1
and stage 2 thought has taken place. No adult in
stage 4 has gone through stage 6, but all stage 6
adults have gone at least through 4.
(1968:28)
Also, Kohlberg has noted that in experimental moral
discussion classes that a child tends to move forward when
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he exchanges views with a child a stage ahead of him.

But

a child at stage 4 for instance will not regress to stage 3
when confronted with arguments from a stage 3 child
(Kohlberg, 1968:30).
A study by Lawrence J. Walker supports Kohlberg's
contention that in order to reach stage 3 one has to
complete stage 2.
states:

Walker, using his and Kohlberg's studies

"It may be that many students had not attained

prerequisites.

One solution would be to devise curricula

that incorporate logical reasoning and perspective taking
into moral education programs."

(1980:139)

In a study done to see if it was possible to teach
communication skills in the areas of self disclosure and
empathy skills it was found that the experimental group was
significantly more able to express feelings, thoughts, and
ideas.

Also, the experimental group was much more able to

understand other people's perceptions and feelings.

The

conclusion reached by the experimenters was:
The effectiveness of this pilot study with an
adolescent population evokes the possibility of
teaching these communication skills to even younger
populations such as junior high or elementary school
students.
It would appear that the earlier the skills
could be taught successfully the more likely they
would be to become a part of a persons communication
pattern. Learning the skills earlier would, in
essence, give more time for the integration of the
skills into an individual's behavioral repertoire and
thereby potentially be more facilitative in aiding the
person in the development of satisfying relationships.
(Haynes, 1979:529)
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Moral Education Should be Taught
at the Middle School
The next point to be addressed is whether or not moral
education should be t_aught to middle school youngsters.
First, the objectives of the school must be
considered.

If the objective of the school is to merely

turn out students with mechanical skills in reading,
writing, and arithmetic, perhaps an advisory program is not
desired.

Also, in a very conservative community, a

majority of parents may feel that a school is undermining
the family's values (Grego, 1979:326).

Again, the school

district would have to weigh very carefully the benefits of
the advisory program against the possible controversy.
However, if the philosophy of the school district
states that it is the duty of the school to help the
student reach his highest potential as a person the
advisory program should be considered.
Maslow has stated that a person can function at the
self-actualization level.

At this level the individual

strives to meet goals which he deems to be important, not
what others tell him is important.

In a free society

people operating at this level are very beneficial.
will become leaders, innovators, etc.

(Munsey, 1981).

They
It

is important to remember that in order to get to this level
certain needs must be met.

The individual must have his

needs for food, shelter, water, etc., met.

Also, he must

feel that he belongs to a group and that he is loved.

The

9

individual needs to feel respected with a positive
self-image (Sergiovanni, 1954).
A good advisory program could help the individual
increase his moral development skills and this increase in
skills should result in improved self-image.
An ·example of the importance of developing this
positive self-concept can be seen in a study by Marie A.
Patten.

This study showed that one of the contributing

causes of adolescent pregnancy was low self-esteem and self
concept.

The repercussions of this early pregnancy were

lower educational attainment, higher probability of
divorce, higher fertility rate and later, poverty (Patten,
1981).
It is important that in a democratic society in which
the individual is asked to make moral decisions at the
ballot place that they have some training in moral
reasoning (Kohlberg, 1968:30).

Kohlberg states:

In our studies, we have found that youths who
understand justice act more justly, and the man who
understands justice helps create a moral climate which
goes far beyond his immediate and personal acts. The
universal society is the beneficiary.
(1968:30)
Moral Education Does Fit in
the Middle School
In extensive studies done by Herman Epstein and Conrad
Toepfer it was discovered that the brain grew not in a
continual pattern, but rather, in spurts.

Eighty-five

to ninety percent of the youngsters studied went through
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the brain growth period between the ages of 2-4 years,
6-8 years, 10-12 years, and 14-16 years (Toepfer,
1980: 222-227) .
Toepfer notes:
Epstein (1980) has found that there is virtually no
growth in the brain mass and no significant increase
in the complexity of the neural networks during the
brain growth plateau periods at ages 4-6, 8-10, and
12-14 years for eighty-five to ninety percent of
youngsters.
(1981)
The proper time to challenge students with advanced
learning concepts is during the brain growth periods.

It

is equally important not to expect children to learn new
concepts during the plateau periods as their intellect is
not ready (Toepfer, 1980:224).

The emphasis. during the

plateau period for 12-14 year olds would best be spent
helping the youngsters mature, consolidate, and refine
their already existing skills.

Their effort could be spent

getting ready for the next brain growth spurt .(14-16 years)
(Toepfer, 1980:225).
Toepfer has also stated:
Emphasis could be given to helping youngsters mature,
consolidate and refine, to high degrees of efficiency,
their existing range of cognitive skills; to assist
them when they move into their next period of great
brain growth within the age 14-16+ years interval.
Such a thrust for instruction between ages 12 to 14
might result in higher achievement and a substantially
higher degree of improvement in self-concept and
self-esteem for emerging adolescents. The current
low achievement of youngsters during this time, as
reflected both in the history of mental age growth
studies and standardized testing results, is bound
to make this a time of personal frustration and
dissatisfaction for youngsters who found academic
achievement much easier during their time of brain
growth spurt in grades 5 and 6 within the age 10-12
years interval.
(1981:225).

·11
Summary
The research has shown that an individual's progress
in moral education is through a. sequence of stages and that
one who is more advanced than another can stimulate growth
for the less advanced person.
to move the child forward.
to these ends.

Also, moral discussions tend

Advisory would provide a means

It is also shown that the earlier these

communication skills are taught, the more aid they could be
to the individual.
Positive self-concept has been shown to be of
importance to development as is the need to feel respected
and part of a group.

An advisory program could provide

these components for personal development.
The ages of 12-14 have been shown to be an
intellectual plateau period, thus the advisory program
could fit into the curriculum advantageously.

CHAPTER THREE
Procedures of the Project

The Advisory Handbook was designed to give teachers a
guideline for leading moral education activities with their
advisory groups.

The activities were to be presented once

a week for a 20 minute block of time.

The role of the

teacher was as a facilitator and the activities were to
secure student involvement and not teacher. lecture.
Activities varied from simply rules for playing games to
in-depth lessons.

Lessons are grouped into categories

focusing on eight areas of development.

Each lesson

contains a list of materials needed and teacher
instruction.
Development of Materials
The first year of the program, it was decided to use
the Olympia School District advisory program as a model.
The author's job was to modify Olympia's lessons to meet
Cascade's needs.

The main modification consisted of

relating the lessons to objectives and matching the
objectives to the Longview School District calendar.
During the Sununer of 1979, lessons were compiled using
a variety of sources including those from the Olympia
School District and others as listed in the Handbook.
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final project was reviewed and approved by the building
principal, two vice-principals and the district superintendent.
At the first faculty meeting of the school year the
Handbook was distributed to all teachers and overall
objective of the advisories were explained.
The general, overall objective (not behavioral
objective} for the Advisory Handbook was explained to be to
improve student self-concept which would therefore result
in decreased discipline problems and vandalism as it had in
the Olympia ·District and ultimately improve the educational
environment of the school.

Teachers' concerns were

discussed at this meeting and questions were answered.
Teachers were told that they should do lessons on the day
shown on their calendar and as written.
Not losing sight of our original purpose, it was felt
necessary to focus on eight areas in the Handbook as a
means of meeting the overall objective.
(1) Getting Acquainted,
Relationships,

These areas were:

(2) Coinmunication,

(3) Friends and

(4) Self Awareness and Attitude Awareness,

(5) Self Esteem and Positive Image,

(6) Values,

(7) Inter-

personal Behavior, and (8) Goal Setting.
At the end of the year a faculty meeting was held to
discuss the advisory program.

The majority of the staff

felt that they would like to have exact lesson plans and
all materials necessary to teach the advisory lessons
provided for them.

Mr. Bruce Holway and the author were
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assigned to write the lesson plans for the following year
and were also provided time to demonstrate lessons upon a
teacher's request or by administrative request.

The

lessons provided for the second year contained more
detailed instructions and all student handout material was
provided.

The purpose of this alteration was to reduce

planning and preparation time for the classroom teacher.
Lessons for year two were put in a separate section of the
Handbook.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Project
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WALL WHITINJ
Materials1

Paper, difforent colored felt pens,

Procedure•

Participants introduce themselves to the group one

by one, by writing their names and drawing a picture or symbol on tho
pRper which is on the bulletin board,

After writing their name and

symbol, the person says their name and tells why they drew. their symbol
or picture,

REME[1BERIN3 NAMES
Materials:

None

Procedure•

The players sit in a circle.

One says his or her

name; the neighbor on the left repeats the name and adds her or his own.
Then the neighbor on the left cotinues,

Each player repeats all the

names thRt have been said so far and finally adds he" or his own.
game ·goes on nntil everyone. has had a turn.

The

If the group is very large,

players may repeat only thFJ last four names,

ZIP-ZAP
Materials:

None

Procedure:

Have the students form a circle l.n the ·room (can sit

on the floor or in chairs).
and is the counter.

One person sits in the middle of the circle

The first person (instructor determines who is

first), in the ctrc1e h11s to name ·the person on his left if the cent.er
person call otit "zip" or the name of the person on his right if t,he
cent.er person calls out "zap",

The cente·r parson coun•.s to ten by

vhich t.i"lA the nnmes arA to be called,
THE NAHE GAME
Mat.erin 1s:

NonA

Pro,>ednre:

This r:ame is to help students learn each o:.:.er 's

.n'l.mes an·l to AStahlish positive feelinp; of the st>Jdents toward themge]ves
and toward thoir classmates.

If the students are already well

acqual.nt~d,

st...rt with part·two.

1.

The class sits in ·a circle,

Hiss Jones",

The teacher starts by saying, "I am

The first person to her or his right says, "I am Billy and

t.hot i ' Ml ss ,Jon.-.s".

Thin process is c·onti nued aroun the circle until

the hst porson has ropaat"'d everybody's nAmll,

...
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HUMAN MACHINE
Materinls 1

~no.

Procodure1· Divide the .class into groups of six. The groups have to
produco n machine. First players choose an inventor who has to com" up
with tho idoa for tho machine, and an oniineor, and several workors who ar<>
to build the machine, according to tho invantor' s instructions. The machine
is built out of tho rest of tho players. 1be machina :\.s then set into motion,
and tho players accompany and punctuate their mov.,ments with noises-.
Variation: Instead of dividing the class into groups of six, you might
try splitting the class in half, with each toam producing n machine. It is
fun for the other teams to guoss what machine is being demonstrs.ted.

GllOUP PAilTUNG
Materials I Paper nnd colors (wallpaper, wrapping pa.per or scrnp paper;
felt pens, wa.x crayons, or finger paints)
Procodure: The group (fairly smtll in size) sits nround a p1.ec<i of pnpor.
NJ one is allowed to speak. &>-er-y-one contributes to the production of Ute
group painting as often and as much as she or h" mm ts to.
It is fun to
ta.11< about the paintings, how they devolopod, etc. \men each group is done.

SENDING A MESSAGE
Materials:

Consecutively numbered pieces of paper, one for each player.

Procedure: Members of the group sit in a circle with· a volunt.,er in the
middle. Each player i!1 the circle draws a piece of pa.per with a number on
it and keeps it concealed from the others. The player j_n the middle calls
out a number, for instance 16. Player 16 then calls out two numcers, for
instance 11 and 19. The players with numbers 11 and 19 now have to change
places, while the player in the center tries to anticipate th€•m and take one
of thier places. Sinces players 11 and 19 don't know each otlJGr's nu.'!lbors,
they must first establish an understanding without the plriyer in the r:iiddlc
noticing. If the player in the middle is successful, the player who
losos a place omst go into -the center.
WIW.J,NG
Mate.rials

I

None.

Procedure: Tho "smaller half" (i~"·, half of tho players) sit on
chairs arrangod in a circle; one chair re:nnins ompty. The other players
stand, one hehind aach chair, thoir hands behind thoir backs. "Ina player
bohin::l tho ompty chair winks at one of tho soatocl players. The l&ttor
attempts to jrnnp up and sit on tho empty <;hnir. Ir tho person standing behind
tho sontod playor who is w-inkod at can prevent her or him f1-om running awny in
time, she or ho had to remain in place. The. seated and standinf; players
chanc:o place lator in the game •.
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.f.2!'J.!•1J: ;r o N
L

Got 10 diffr.rnnt anto(',rnphs-1 5 t name, middle initial, last. nam"

2;

UnlAeo someont;'s shoes, lace and tie it again.
{liot. your own) :agn !lt1re._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

),

Get a hair ovf":r 6 11 long from someone's head.

(Let them remove it)
h,

Sign Here

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Gnt a f~j r l/hoy to ro 11 a s"omc~r~:aul t

1

;j\ f~n Hflrf1

,.
)

.

--..,.-----------

f!nvP.

:i.

J'.irl/hoy do fiv,, nur.h-u·ps

Si f'Yl Hnrn

---

(,.

Play ri

nr: around the rosey wj lh someone nnd sing out loud.

Sj r:n ffore

--,-------------------------

?.

Do ...,5 jumtline: jacks and have sorrieone'count them off for ycu, have

then1 sign here when you finish

·---------------~

8,

Say the Fledp;e of Al.ligence to th'·· Fl ai; as loudly as you can.

-----------------------------

:;ign Here
9.
10.

Leap frog over "OP1enr.A five ti. mes,
You were

~~.i.vhn rt

----------

Sign Hfire

p],?ce of hubhlo gum at the beginning of' the rnco,

<:hew it., b~cvr.t.en buhhle!;, fitid someone to watc'1 it.

sipn hrire

Hb.ve them

-------------------------
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Materials

I

~bna.

Procadure·1 &fore beginning, th0 students should be psi rod off in soma
l."llndom fashion. for bast rosults 1 hoW<Wor, 'lV"Oid pairing hJO closo frimocJn
togeUwr.
1. Ex:plain to tho students that they ara going to ti:tke turns talking to o,-,a
another for tho purpose of discovering ho'1 nell thoy liBten. stress thci
importance of a serious mood. If the gro•1p is giddy, the oxorcis<1 will havo
little ciffoct. Tho rules are these 1
A. E?.ch person is to talk for three minutes about his parents or gnar<linn.
tolling his partner whatever ho thinks is significant about them. After
the first person finished ( it is good to announce when thraa minutes
are up), the seco,-,d mc.mber of the pair begins doing tho same thing.
B. When a person is to.lking, the listGner should not spoak, interrL'Pt
or ask questions. He should simply listen.
C, The conversations should be kept in a low tdne so as not to disturb
the other pairs and to insure privacy. \>!hen they understand what they
are to do, have them begin;. after thre!l minutes ar<l up, have th" speaker
become the listenor.
2. When both partners have had their turn, oxplain that now you aro going to
test how ve.11 they l:t tened. Based on what they heard, on<> pe,-son is to
tall his partner how he thinks his partner fools about'> his parents. When
h_e has done this, the partnGr judg3s whether or not he was accurate. 'Ihen
the second person goes through the same proc<>ss and his accuracey is
judged i.n turn. Through this part of the exercise the stud.,nts should
gilt a better feel of w!rn.t you mean by listoning a:o..fi just to the words
but to the wholo pa-rson, his feelings, his attitudos, etc.
J. lbw tl10 .process is ropeated with a new topic. &oh partmir should tako
turn~ talking three minut"s about himself, st&tin~ who.t ho thinks ar<1
the most signific,;:c,t things about him self. wirnn both havo had 11 turn,
they are tested for good listening by answering tJ-ds question to one
another: How does your partner feel about himself;
wlzi:t do<>s ho think
are his bast qualities and what doos he most dislike about hilnself?

*******

When this is comploted tho students should be ready to enter into a gon.'.lral
discussion en the topic of listening as a mode of communication that hf.lps
people to got to know each other bet tar.
%to: '1110 exorcise and subsequent discussi.on can be more offoctive by briefing
one P""son ahead of time to giv-e his part'lor tho impression that ho is uninterested and distracted· and not really listening. Wnon discussion l.s J.n
process, sil'!T,lo out the "0litehtc1d 11 partner for his reactions.
It can often
illustrate; very graphicJtlJ.y tht1 offocts on C'.>ri'Jnunication wh"'n someone does not
at least try to listen.

•

+

•

Discussion of Llstening I
1. How did you feel when you were talking? S<>lf--conscious? Did you fool thnt
the othoi· porcon was rf'a]ly Lryinr; to lfoton to you?
Did this make it
oasior for you to talk 1
·
..
2, What nro some indications that a p<'>rs.on .i" really listening to you 1 Can
you fako an app<,,,.rnaco of listening avon though you are not 1
3, Tu you think it would bo good if ov<>ryone tried to lis ton to you 1rn intontly
as we triod to listun to each othor in tho o.xorciso? How would it affect
your willinr,noss to commµnicato?
4, Ir you a·ttornpted to llc.ton intent};:, as we triod to do ho!'(!, to your paronts,
do you th:ink H. 11ould improve your commt1nl.cation with the>m? Why7 Why not 7
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cot1CEN1'fiJ.C crncLEs...-Focus
Materials:

LI~TENING

~ne.

ProcodurCJ: students form pairs and in onch pair one student is designe.too
as "inside" and the other as "outside. 11 All of tho "insides" tnko thoir
chairs and form a circle in tho cantor of the roov1, facing out. Tne "outsidors"
bring their chairs to faco their partnors, closo onough so that the two can
carry on n conversation.
Thon the teacher gives the following instructions I "I'm going to ask one of
you in each pair to talk to the other for one minute on n specific topic
which I will assign. This :i.s a lesson both in co111position and in active listening. If tha talk\lr runs out of things to say, the listener may ask questions
to help the talker out, but the iistener should avoid changing tho focus to
him or herself by saying, •That reminds me of tho time when I . . . ,' or
' I know of one that's just like that • • • ,• and so forth. At the end of
the minute, I' 11 call time, and then the listener will get a chanco to
evaluate how well he or she listened and to say a few words about what lrn
or she liked best in what the talker said. Then we'll switch around, and the
talker can become the listener and vice,-versa."
The teacher then announces the topic and assigns the talker role to ono of the
circles. Timing begins il11lllediately. At the end of the allotted tili~, the
teacher cuts in and asks the listeners to spend twenty seconds telling tho
talkers what was best about the talks. Tnen the teacher asks the students to
reverse roles, with the talker becotning the listener, otc. 'Ii1e topic is the
same, and tho time is started again.
Ai't.sr both have had a chance to talk
on the topic, tho teacher announces that the outside circle should now move
th1~e chairs to the right so that each finds a new partner, and then a second
round is begun with a new topic. At the end of this new ~und, the inside
circle moves, and thi:'C! round is held.
Notes I Generally three to five rounds 'IJill be enough for one session. 111a
time limit should be suited to the ability level of the students. A.." they
become accustomed to this typa of work, two or three minute ro·unds can be
used. 1110 twenty sacond session after each talk gives the talker immediate
feedback on the impact of his message as well as giving the listener a
chance to evaluate his own listening. Concentric Circles seems~ to work
best when chairs alone are used or with students sitting on the flodr. Chairs
with arms or desl< surfacos can also be sued, although these t .. nd to separate
the students somewhat and make hearing more difficult.
Topics:

The high point of my week
1'\y favorite relative(parents
not included)

1-.hat Pm-looking forward to in the
noxt week
Pets

11\< room

Happiest day of my stnnmor vacatlo!'l

1'\y favorite tencher

Place I like to be most {not home)

Rules I'd 1 :Uce to change

Reasons I liko/disliko .being tho oldest/middle/youngest/only child
in the family.
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SJ;3LI~GS

Materials:

'bno

Procedure: One of the· most po1·sistont and conenu.tng sources of confusion and ofton of conflh;t for young people is that of sibling r"ln. tionohips, Toacbors can holp younr, people undoretand and dnal more e ffocti voly
with siblingbood by o"tting up a format whel"9 atudunta oan ohaN> p<:ircaptiona
and expGrj_encos with ono another and thus gain j.no1ghts into the prohlemt1
and the possibili tios for change.
The toitcher divides tb<i clo.ss into four groups 1 firstborn, middlo
. children, ·youngost child ran, and only childron. 1non co.ch group "'""t" sopara~ely for five minutes and plans a report to the class on the problems and
the a.dvantagos for thoir particular place in tho fmcily • Tho report should
include a look at popular rnisconc"ftions th&t oth0r grottps mj_ght have. A
genera.l discussion Ct?n follow, identifying tho so el~1r:lants ·ahich secn1 tu1iquG
to individuals and those which seem common to the group or to the class, TI10
discussion co.n then focus on what can be done .to make sibling rolationshipa
more satisfo.ctocy,
Variations; Pccnal discus~ons • f... panel composed of four students, one
from a-do grouping,can bs formed,
&I.ch panolist is given t>ro or thre.e minutes
to ststo his or her own situation in 1·agard to siblings, and than tho floor
is opened for queistions and cornments.. RgJ,~-P"J ..:~-yin~ t Sibling i~lation5hips
abound w-:1.th opportunities for role-pla;,ring.. T~e teacher can take a cone rote
situation which has been raised j_n discussion, and then, using; roll-rov,,rsul,
a.sk ooo of the first born to play L}].e role of ~roungest-, and a you;-.ges t to
play first-born, for example. After a brief enactment (no rnor<1 than four
minutes), the teacher cut.:; 1..he role-play and asks th•i stud,.nts to toll how
it fools to loe on the other sicle. Groqo fol,,,_ (J.c.y:trirzl Tirn class s:'cts in "
circle with all tho first-born sitting togBther, etc. A slight space should
separate the groups :·or easy identificat:ton. Then the groups al't> each assigned
a role which is di.ffer~nt from their own ( first-born play only cbl.ldr<>n, only
chilrlren play youngest, etc.) , for thl.s participatory tim<i, Then t:he clr<ss
discuss<>s sibling posi ti.on, ea.ch group trying to conv-lnco th<'! others of tha
superiority of its o;m (role-played) posi ti.on,
~to:
In this and any role playing situation, tha t"achar should b" on
the looltout for st<>reotypinf':. One useful clarifying qu,,stio:i is, •+liich of
those v""iel·rs neem to be storooty-pes, and which seen1 to {~O cieClper than that 7u
(It is not necessary to set up si tuntions which a'roid steroot:rping. 0:-. the
contrar.r, it. is often useful to he.vu st.eroot.yping come: cu't so ~1.t cun ba
identified and discussed,)

BlRDS OF A Fr::.UHER
~A· Fri"ndship

Materials:

Activity sheets: "Circle of Frionds, 11
"Fine foathered Friends" and pencil

P1-occdure

Distri·bute copitls of th~ acti \'i ty.' shoat "Circlo of Frfonds, 11

I

Code,"

Ask each stud<lnt to write the nllmtlS of persons he considers hi~ frionds in tho

various circlos, usinr, '?nly on<> name Pf'r circle.
or ho may add circlos if necossary.

Co?o,"

which tho Stlldl!."11t is to

USO

He neerl not utle nll th<> cirolei~,

.Hand out tho rolatl'ld shcK<t "A Friondship

in doi;cribint-; hls circ].., or frlr!nds.

Ho
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will write tho approprint" coda words in tho circles, poaBiblyl' adding
A~k

color ns sup;gosted on the shoat.

him to write his answers to the queetiono

Then distrlbuto th" activity Bhoet "Fine ·Fe•thcred Friamda, 1

on the second sheet,

which students w-111 complete individually.

Whan they ahvo completcrJ thoir

evaluation, divide them into groups of four or five to discuss their rf>sponsoo
as to whether !birds of a feather really do f1ock togothor.

NEW FRIENDS
Materials: Activity fueets:
Procedure:

11

New Classmates; 11

11

A Cle11n Slo.t"; 11

pencil.

Ask the student to imagine himself in o. following oi tun ti.on

He has just ar·rived at a new city and doesn't know anyone.

It is hie opportu-

ni ty to make a new life for himself and to eotablish n<!lw friendships.
distribute copies of
Slate. 11

11

Now Classmates" . and the l:'<1lated

1

que~tionnair.~,

hbw
"A Clean

Ask each st1..'<lont to respond to tb<1 &ctivity, :llnagining that he is a.
Wh"n the studonts finish :filling in the

a naw student in a strange city.

qurcstionnaire, ask them to form small learning groups to discuss their
responses to the situations
Va~iation;

d~scribed,

At the and of the session, you might take a class tally to seo

which of the classmates

were considered to be the most liked down to th<> one

who was least liked.
PARTNERS /1 l'1D

PATTEJlN~

119.tarinls I

Activity Sheets

I

"Patterns," and

"On"

}bro Stap l"

pe.ncilo.

Procedure': Distd.bute copios of the related workshe<1t, "Patterns." klk
tho students to circlo all uurds that. describe lhoit- n:annsr of relntins; to
others. F.ncourage them to be spontnneou" i'1 their soloction; they should
not ponder ovor their interpretation of tho word or phrns"· When <W1.r;one
has finished, rlistrlhute a socond copy of "l'11tt<>rns 11 to ev .. ryono, l!:ach
student shou.J.·d choose n partner, 1..hon describ0 his pt!roeption of th" partner'"
manner of rolatin1, to others by circling appropriate word~ or phr11s"" on th"
socoro activity shoot. 11wn folJ.ows " dinloi:;na between pn1•tnors. in which
th"Y will compare their lists, noting si:n:l.lnritios · ·nnd difforencoo ob•srveid
in th"ir porc.,ptions. As n preliminary stop to tho dialov,uo, sugr;ast that.
Partnor B rnnd to Partn"r A the words ho· has circleid as bninp; rl"scriptive of
A. ·rr A nlso circled tho word, both 5tud"mils r.hould 61-osrViollt '. ttrn.t word on
thoir work!;hoot. 'This proc.,rlnro lwlps to r,:lvo tho stwfont.s 9. stnrUng point
for thoir rJtnlor,ttn about. Purtno1· A. 1h"' proc'"·"' ~hould tic rop...,o.ted, t...'11s timo
w1 th Pnrtn"r A r<'ladl.nf• h ls rl17>Rcription of fl, rmrl so on.
Aft<1r thi!; :Initial
'step, pnrL111_1r;. hor,in t.:1(.Ylr rl ln1o~~uo. "One Moro ~~~p" in o. foll~wup activity.
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will write the appropriate coda words in th" circles, possibly" adding
color as sup;gosted on the shoet,
on the second _sheet.

A.~k

him to ;n·i to his o.nsw'3rs to tho quastion·o

'lben distribute the activity tihoot

uhich students ;rlll complote indi viduallJ'.

11

Fino ·foatherod Friend a, 1

When they nhvo completad their

evaluation, divide them into groups of four or fivo to discues their rosponsea
o.s ·to whether l'iirds of a fe11th0r really do nock togothor,
llE;/ FR1ENDS

Matorials: Activity fuoets:
Procedure:

11

Naw Classmates;"

"A Clean Slnto;"

pencil.

Ask the student to imagine himself in a follo1rl.ng tJi tu.ution

He has just arrived at a new city and doesn• t know anyone.

It is hia opportu-

Wow

rdty to make a new life for himself and to establish ne1w friondships,
?is tribute copies of
Slate, 11

11

Naw CJ.e.ssmates"

I

and tne related. questionnah"', "A Clean.

Ask each student to respond to th" activity, imagining that he is a

a new student in a strange city.

When the students finish filling in the

qu.,stionnaire, ask them to form small learning groups to discuss their
responses tb the situations dIDscribed,
Val."iation:

At tirn end of the session, you might take a class tally to sea

which of the classmatos

were considered to be tho most liked down to thE> ons

who was least likod.
PARTNERS Aml PATTERNS

Materials:

Activity Sneets:

"Patterns, 11 and

11

0ne !-bra Step : 11

pencils,

Procedure: Distribute copies of th9 relat"d worksheet, "Patterns, 11 Afik
the students to circle all words that doscrib0. their 111annar of NJlating to
others. Encourage them to be spontaneous in their selection; they should
not pondc1r ovor thoir interpretation of ths word or phrase. l·r.,en everyone
has finished,. distribute a second copy of "Patterns" to ev.,.ryon<1, l<'.ach
student should choose a partner, than describa his perception of th" pnrtn"r' 5
manner of relati np; to othors by circling appropriate words or phrases on the
secon::l activity sheot. Thon follows a dialogue botwoen partners, in which
th"Y will compo.rC1 their lists, noting silllilari ties and difforonoos observed
in their porc"ptlons, As n pr.,limino.r,r stop to th<> diO:lo17,ue, sugr,<1st that
Partner Brend to Pnrtnor A thCI words ha.has circled ns beinp; de5criptivo of
A. ·If A also circled tho word, rn:,th .studones should orona<o!:lt'.ti1nt word on
thoir workshoot. This proc,,duro h8lps to give tho studC1ntD a startinr.; point
for thair dialor,u" about P11rtnl'.lr A. Tho proc<>sc. should ho ropoatod, thi3 timo
with Partnnr A roadinv hiB dnscription of B, .!l.ml so on. Aftor this initial
·step, partnorfi bogin thoir dis.lor;uo. ·"One More !.>lop" is n followup i.icti_vity,
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.£l.r£)..() of Friends
Write Uw names of peoplo you consider your frionda in tho following d.rclos,
Add more circJ.oe if necessary. Ona nruna _per circla. You may not usti al} tho
circlus,
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.lL_F'riondshio Coda
·Use. tho following word code to describe the friends' names in your
"Cicle of Friends." Write thoso which apply in the propor circles.
Mi.le or Fama.le.
Po"'r (1.f within J yeara of your ago)
Adult
Family
Race (indicate what it is)
Religious Affiliation (indicate what it is, or spocify None)
New or Old (old if a friend for at least one year)
Jn one word, indicate the activity you most enjoy with that friend
(If you 1dsh, you may choose a color to represent each of the above
descriptions, so that they will be more readily seen in the "Circle of •
Friends. 11
Lbes your application of code suggest any
regarding friends 7

~attorns

Would you rather have one "bast friend, 11
friends 7
Why?

a few good friends,

in the choices you've mado

or many

Fine Feathered Friends
Answer 'the following questions, based on your analysis of your "Circlo of
Friends. n
1, What are soma similari.ties between you and
your friends?

2.Vhiat are some differences between you and
your friends 7

). Of the names listed in your circle of
frionds, whl<'h on"' or omis would you
consider to be "hirds of a foatlwr7"

4, On tho basis of question lf2, ;,i,nt conclusion can you dr.~w with rep;ard to
Whl'lther you and your friends ar"
"birds of a foathor7"

5. Which would you say applios more to you
and your choico of fri<mds: "Birds of
a fenthcir flock tot;othor" or "Opposites
. attract 7"
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Marl<-

Mark's only interost seems to be getting good grades. He studies
constantly and usually can be found in tho library. You• vo heard
he wants to beco111e a doctor, but he cannot possibly accomplish this
goal unless he wins a scholarship.

Sue-

Suo is very nttractive, and sho-1 As one of the best ljj<od students in
your class. Oho's always groat fun to bo with and is never without
o. do.ta. Ohe seems to like you, but you've never roally had a chance
to talk with her. Some of tho kids think she's concoited.

Paul-

Paul is bettor known as the "Class Clo>m. 11 He can mnk"' a joke out of
anything, but he is somAtimes a little outspoken, especially with
teachers. Paul also works after school at tho gas station across town.

Rick-

Rick is co-captain of the football team us· ;rnll as a forward on tha
basketball team. H" is quite intelligont and is well liked by ho th
students and faculty. He's rather shy and reserved axcept when in
a circle of close friends,

lee-

lee has long, very long, hair and has r<1cently purchased a highpowered motorcycle. He has a great stereo system and a passion for
classical music.

Ed7

Lisa-

Ed is very talented in dramatic art and presently has tho lead in the
school pl-§Iy. He lives around the corner from you and has off.,rod you
·a ride to school everyday. He's a very out-going person, but som"
find him obnoxiously so.
Lisa is a fantastic guitar player and is never seen without hor
guita1·. Ohe is usually dressed in jeans, a T-shirt, and sandals. 3'.ie
seems to daydre.o.m during most of her classes and has. several notebooka
reserved for doocling.

Ellen- Ellen sits behind you in class. She works hard in school and always
clues you in on the latest happenings. :'he is a strong supporter of
Women• s Lib and will use any chance to express her liberal views to yoi.J,
Kon-

Ken is one of eight children whose family lives in a· wealthy section of
town.
For the past few years, Kan.has been active in the national peace
movement. HA is a local organizer of the movement and has been
arrested twice for his protest activitios.

Louise- 1.ouiso is a varsity cheerleader and an outstanding athlete. Rumor has
it, though, that l.ouise is suspended frorn school for smoking marijuana.
Paula- Paula is a very quiet person. Due to financial pressures at home, she ·
has to work everyday after school as 1<ell as on weekends. H"r grades
are not too good, and becaus" of her joh she hnrdly ever' attends activities.
Terry- Terry is an only child of a wealthy couple who aro well known in the
conununi ty. Her parents are always traveling, and Torry is kno1m for
he1• "wild" parties. Her home is large. and her parties are always open,
Fred-

Frod is n regular guy. Usually a ·B or C stu:lent, h('\ participates in
intramural sports and has· a steady job. He has no close frlends, but
g<tts alonr, with everyone. They think he's nico.
·

Bo\:>-

fub is an ·exchnn1»e student. He does remnrkabzy w"ll with English,
but nt tim,,n it in still difficult to und<o,.,;tn.nd h\m. v,,,..,, <'ood llt chMB-
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PA'ITJ.<;RNS

unforgiving

thoughtloss

dependable

constant

carefree
opinionatod
I

;;hy

soli ta~

eaaily .hurt

attentivo

demanding

good natured

fickle

ea6y-going

easily led
talkative

dependent
generous

selfish

slow to rolate.:
moody
obliging

unpredictable

Belf-offacing

co.ncamed

serious

reserve<!' . ••

dynamic

suspicious

easily-approachable

interGBted

cold

out-going

affectionate

fun-loving
argumentative
likeable
humorous

selective
independent
truthful
indifferent

loyal
aggresBiVl'
trusting
interesting
shallow
light-heartGd

staad-offish

ONE MORE STEP

1. Using .both copies of fs<tterns (yours, and the one your partner gave you),
list the responses which focus on your manner of sharing in relationships.

Posit.ive-

'l'egative2. List the responses which suggest unwillingness to enter into new relationshipB.

J.

D:> your responses include any passive traits which, if overcome, might holp
to increase your effectiveness in personal relationships?

4. lh any of tho rosponsos se"m to be. contradictory to others you've circled?
If so, did this cause any confusion during1your discussion? Wero you
able to resolve. the confusion, or change it in any way?
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•
A CLE/l.N SLATE

1. S..loct f'ive of the students described in your liot of i'<Jw Claeamal<>s 11s ,
persons you would like to have as frionds. Tu.aide onch name try to explain
briofly the roasona for your choice.

2. List the name of the student you would firnt approach.
ideas about how you might approach this person 7

lh you havo any

3. List the

na~es of any classmates (from the list)
whom you would not be
interested in having as friends. Beside each name try to explain briefly
why you feel this way.

4. On your·copy of "Now Classmates," circle any factor you think would
influence your decisions about these relationships. Within each circle,
indicate with a filllll or minus sign how you interpret the factor •

.5. What personal risks, if any, do you foresee in your att©lllpts

to form
new friendships? (It may b6 helpful to relate this question specifically
to the persons you selected under number 1 above.)

6. This activity has limited your choice of friends to classmates:
foresee yourself seeking friends from other categories of people?
so, indicate whera you might seek other friends.

lh you
If

7. Have you ever actually been in a situation similar to· that which is described?
If so, try to recall your memories of that experience and jot them down.

~rt

A.l(_ it
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!!l.JAT' S MY %G1
mag~zines.

Materials:

Large sack or shopping bag, glue, scissors,

Procedure:

Have the students d<1co.rato th" outside of their bav,s with

words that dMcrihe th.,m, such as thair favorite food a, hohbiM, int01'<'!Bts,
etc.

On the inside of the bag have the students cut out picturos that r<ip-

resant their hidden desires and/or their secret ambitions.
with a partner, discussing the outside of the bag.

.'Xiare your b.ig

Ir you ll'ould like, you

may share the inside of the bag, but hopefully, eventually the stwlents
will want to share thair more personal side •
.9'.JCIAL Sil.JlO rJETTES
Dra•~ng

Materials:

paner;

construction paper;

glue; felt tip pans;

pencil
Procedure l
how

ea~y

.

Before embarking on this project, talk with the class about

it is to cut someone down, to criticize, and to belittle.

Discuss

the fact that thero is much good in others that can be found if we look.

1his

project involves looking 'at one another, seeing the good, and telling the
other person about it.
First make silhouettes of each child in the class.

This can be done by

havine the.student stand in profile between a strong light source and a
. piece of drawing paper.

Quickly and lightly trace the shadclw with a pemcil

and then cut l t out and mount it on a piece of paper of contrasting color.
Every day post one of the silhouettes in the room and tell the class whose it
is.

At som" tiine during the day, have each child, except the onf.l whose sil-

houette is featured, wrt te what he or .she sees as the bost characteristics-the things they like most-

about tho featured person.

At the enrl of th<1 .day

compile those statements i'1to a paral".raph and oost the silhouette anrl th"
paragraph in the hall for the entlre building to seA.

'A variation in this

would be to have the students use felt tip. pens and write their commonts inside tho silhouette instead of on

a~other

pieco of paper.
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INCOMPLETE SE'll'S'l'.:W>
Materials:

llitto of lncomplC1t<'I sent<1nces and pencils·

Prccedure:

Incomplete sentences ia ;,.n. informal, nonthreatening worlrnheot

desie;ned to h<>lp students clarify and vorbaliz<> their foolings about thomselvaB
in relation to everyday experiences,

You can start out making up Y.OUr sontanc<1a,

and thm later on have tho students help compl.le a list of questions to ask,
If I could have one wish, il"1rould be ,
I•m happiest when I . • •
. I feel most imP<?rtant when I , . •
One" question I have about li.fe is • , •
My fricomds aro • , •
I want to be able to , •
I feel big when I , . .

• •

Tue thing ·that. malws ma a good friond
Other P"opll!l make ma , , •
I wish my teacher would
Something I do well is.
I'm learning to , , ,
I can holp othar ptioplA to
• •
I'm not afraid to •

;J:F I COUJ,D BE
:Materials:
Procedure:

lbne
'.!bis is an exorcise where students a1"<1 helped to clarify who

they are, what they want to be, and what thoy want to do,

Have the students

work in pairs and talk about their wri tton rei;t,onses to suet questions a« 1 "IF

I could be :my animal (bird, insect, Uower, etc,), I'd choose to ·h" an

..

"

This done, have them form largor groups to share their

choices and rAasons,

TI1is activity could also be done within larg" group

without first having the studen.ts
are some iclcas to sta·...t.

write

their responses to the questions,

HAr<l

with~

...

If I co,;l<J· !'" any animal, I'd he a(n) _ _ _ _ _ _because
If I <:o•ild be a bird, I'd h" a(n) ________because , , ,
insect

a mus ic:al

a piece of fu1·ni ture
tree
a buil·iinp;
a car
street
a gamEll
a record
a for<'li v,n country
. a food
a movie
a part of. speech
flowor

in;itr-1J.rnent

a col.or
a TV shov1

Materials;

Pobblas or small stones, (Try to have all about the srun" size,)

ProeAduro: This symbol le activity is doo.ignn.~ to h"ll' us each recoe:niv.a
the• .\lOiqll<"'"ss which makos each individual preciou!l and worthy fbr his own sak..,,
In addit l.o>c, thls activity muklis us more a1rnre of our koori pow<'r:> of obsorvat1011
and 1·oro>oplion,
buch ntudent is g.lvon a pElbhle and told to study its charnc~ori5tics so that
h..-. 01• sho knows t.ho irdividu.~1.pobhlu· woll enour;h to iduntl f'y it with ayes clo5«1d,·
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Afto~~ two rnlnut(•:.:; of .:.J~>c.::r•vati._1 .. , pair!:> 3re ft .. r'!.ncd, arr! Pac~·. . Jo*;ct·.i,10:; the·
pebble to Lhe othc·r, ~war;'1'1[ pehl.1 ... o to >;ee the diffe1-e11<:<.>c. 1nen pal.re. join
.to form r,-rot1p.s of folir or six, a11d thE' pebbles aro collo(!t.ed and pasStld out
·randomly.. Sa.ch ~t1l'"50'1 tr:lcs lo ti'1rl :1j.:, uwn pobbla, eyf'!i 'clo.;p;d, as t~e p&bblca
are pas~ed aroutJd tho r;o•.1pd. 'tlt-1e, 1J·: ·. :; ·st~eP is Bucco::>fiful, th(\ l1nt.lrt1 cla:;s
can sit in a circle. nw pebh1.,s ar<1 p:!!:sed ont randomly anrl thenci,.culatad
around the circle u'ltil t>;1ch pnr:;on has found his own ston", eya~ closed. The
uniq11aness of each individual and the powers of obser:vation are discussed as
a follow-up. ,
Variation 1 foch "tudnnt 1:.11• choos<i hiB or hor own µobhle from. a larr,o
pile, finding o,,,., 1ohich 1n ~omt1 wny resmnblCIB hl.m-01• harsalf.
In 11.ddition
to the above activities, the teach can ask stud;:rnts to l'Of.lect and dizcusn such
questions as, "What can others do to make my pebble happy7" "!low can my
pebble make its elf feel more important 7" 1'V1'ha t can my pebble do to show oth:Yrs
that it is hurt?" "When does my pebble feel most loved and needed?" "~men does
it feel most neglectadl' 11 Etc.

I'&LI~S

Proced·1re: Here is your chance to write exactly the way you fee 1. '!lie re
·are no right or wrong answers. You may write anything you like, but it should
be just what Y'"' think. Try to finish all the sentences as quickJ,v "" you can.

1. Today wh"n I ·came t.o
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. I g(-lt angry wht"n
J. I fo.,1 ha·I ,,n,.,-,
4. l w1.sh t~aciiur!j-----------------------------~chool

5. I wish ri.J motLer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6. Tc"'"• P.E.

7.

fhopJethjnk 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8.
weekends I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9. On
I'd.rather

-,---------------------------------

10.

I hope I'll nel!er_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

11.

I wish JJW>p1e wo:.ildn' \, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12.

I•m afr.'.l.id ·..;hen

13. I aT'I at my be,-.L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14.

ts.·

l don't want :..o
I fool proud when _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

16. T wish Jrty f a t h e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17.

I ;,ou1d like lo

i-c:.

r

19.

b(~

nft&n wor-r-y aboot - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I wish

----------------------------------

20. I look ;\irw.-.d Lo
21. To mA, fl\l'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
22. 1/h<m .1 e<> to bed at night._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2). To meo, 1 i.:'e j.<:
24.
frlo~d"---------------------------25. ; t>\y
hope
thl.:>. :,·o:ir_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
he.~Jtb
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SUCCESS SHARING
Materials: None.
Procedure: Another way to help students focus on the positive aspects
of themselves is to have than publicly share their accanplishments with
the group.

In small groups of five or six, or with the entire class; ask

the students to share a success, accanplishment or achievement they had
before they were eight years old.

Next ask them to share a success they

had between the a8es of eight .and fourteen or to the present t:Ure.
(obviously, these age ranges will need to be revised depending upon the ages
of the students in your ciass.)

At first sane students may have difficul:trY

remernbering sane of their earlier successes, but as others share theirs,
they will recall their own.

Children with extranely low self-concepts

often report that _they haven' t had any successes ;

If this happens you will

need _to help prod the students with questions such as:
You have been taking care of your younger brothers and sisters for two
years: I consider that an

accanplishment~

Can you remanber when you learned to ride your bicycle?

Did you feel

good about that accanplislm..."nt?
Variatibn: Periodically ask your students to share their. greatest success
or accanplisl:irrent duril.18 a recent period of time -

say, the past wee.k, the

last month, over the weP.kend, over vacation break, over the surrner, etc.
It is also a good

prac~ice

at the 011d of each day to ask the students what

their greatest success was for the

day.

SUCCESS FANTASY
Materials: None
Procedure: Ask the students to close their eyes. Suggest that they
open and close them several times in order to becare comfortable having
them closed. Ask them to imagine that there is a motion pi cures screen in
'front of their eyes and that they can recall their past and project it
onto the screen.

Have them think back to a really happy day when they

were between six and ten years of age.

Ask them to see themselves waking

up in the bedroan thy slept in at that time.· Can they remember whether
they had a s:ingle, twin, bunk bed or couch?

Did they share the roan with
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anyone? Ask them to look around tbe roan and see the other furniture.
Where were their toys kept? Was there a winckM? Did they bave a breakfast first, go to the bathroan, wash up, play ·with their pet, or what?
Ask them to anagine a typical ·day, their school, Their playnietes, their
playgrotmd, etc. Ask them, with their eyes still closed, to begin to
focus on a success they had during tbat period of their life. Can they
remember one? Where did it take place? Did they do it alone? Did they
plan for it or did it bappen spontaneously? Can they rem_"'1Jber how it
felt when they canpleted the achievement? Can they recreate those feelings
in their bodies now? Did they tell .anyone about the success? wha.n? Can
they remember tbat experience? Hcrw did that person, or those people react?
Have th6J1 @en their eyes and share their success ~eriences with the
group.
Note: This is a good wann-up activity for §uccess Sharing.
SUCCESS A DAY

Materials: None.
Procedure: At the end of the day, bave the ·students briefly share
with the rest of the class the successes they have experienced dur:ll1g that
day. Sane students trill find this difficult at.first, but as others begin
to share, they too will realize they have had sane of tbe ffame successes.
It has been our experience tbat if a student says he has bad no success,
sane of his classmates will chime in with successes they have seen him
accanplish. The sensitive teacher will aleo look for successes to be
p6inted out to the child with extremely lciw. self-esteEm.
Variation: Have each child share with the class what he feel he bas
learned that day. In addition to being a great form of reView, it ~rovides
the student with a sense of accanplishment. Without recall, students are
often not consciously mvare of all the learning they are accanplishing in
and out of school each day. Knowing tbat he is learning adds positively to
a child's self-concept.
If you are trying to build writing skills, have the st""Jdents write a
paragraph recording their successes rather than reporting them verbally.
This method also leaves an accumulated record which the student can review
at the end of the week.
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I CAN"T. . . . .. I hDN"T

Materials: none
Procedure:

Ask the students to find partners.

Have them take turns

saying sentences that start with the words " I can't" Ask them to consider
their school life, their socia life, their hane life, etc., as possible
places fl'.'an which to draw these statenents.

After about four of five

minutes, ask them to go back and repeat all the sentences they have just
said with one change; replacing ·the words "can't" withe the wore ''won't"
or " I don't wand to." Explain· the than that the words "I won't" m'ly not
feel right to them the first time they say them, but that it is like going
into a clothing store and trying on a coat.
won't know that until you try it on.
=an you are stuck with it forever.

It ms.y not fit

you, but you

Just because you say it, doesn't
It is simply an experiment to discover

how we experience Ou:rselves differently after saying " I won't" instead of
"I can't" Ask them to repeat exactly wnat they said before except for the

substitution of ''won't" for "can't" and to take the time to be aware of
how they experience saying each sentence. Again, give them abrut five
minutes to do this.

Bring the class back together and ask them what

they experienced as they did the exercise.
difference between saying, "I can't"

Did they experience and

and "I wdn' t"? (I felt nnre powerful

when I said, "I won't". I felt lilce I can't was a copout, etc.) Ask

them

to consider whether their "Ican't" statenents are really statanents of sane. thing that is impossible, or wherher it is sanethign possible that they
simply refuse to do. ·Ask than to becane aware of and to affinn tl:leir po-.ver
of refusal.

"I can't" affinns the responsibility for their actions.

Often this reaffirmation of respcnsibility even leads to the transformation
of an "I can't" to an. "I will". After you have used this 'exercise-with
your class, make a havit of correcting people in class who say " I can't".
Ask thffil to repeat whatever they have said with the words "I won't".
SI'RENGil!S AlllO WEAKNESSES

Materials: Paper and pencils
. Procedure:

Many people when given enough time to write ckmn their

strengths and weaknesses will list more weaknesses than strengths.

Studies

have shown that people who achieve success in life do so by building on
their stTengths rather than being overly concerned about weaknesses.

4.3

Their a'ttitudes about themselves are built fran concern about their weaknesses.
On a sheet of paper divided into two colurrns, have the st-udents list

their strengths and their weaknesses.

Allow the students five minutes in

which to do this, and discourage any discussion with others during this
time.

After the time is up, explain to the students that they are to

'determine fran their lists which group they fall into,

the group that

concentrates on strengths or the group that concentrates on weaknesses.

Ask

the group to describe to each other the effect the wealmess list is lIBVi.nf, ..
on their lives.
and forgotten.

Next, think about the strengths that were taken for granted
Discuss how each life would be lille if we concerned our-

selves only with our strengths and stopped tearing ourselves down with
thoughts of weakness and feeling of inferiority?

.

•
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Tl-JE.1ITY THINGS Y<Xl IflVE TO DO

Materials: Paper and pencils.
Procedure: The teacher passes out paper and asks the students to write
the number fran 1 to 20 davm ·the middle of the sheet.

He then says, "and

now will you please make a list of 20 things in life that you love t_o do."
to encourap;e the students to start filling out their lists, he might add,
"They can be big things in life or little things." He may offer an example
or l-wo of his avm.

He might suggest," You might think in terms of the

seasons of the year for thinP.;s you love to do. '' The teacher also draws up
his awn list fo twenty itEmS, and as he reaches the end of his list, he
might tell his student that it is perfectly all right ·if they have more
than 20 items, or fewer than 20 itEmS on their lists.

When the. lists are

done the teacher tells the students to use the left-hand side of their papers
·eo code their lists in the following manner:

1.

A dollar sign is :n be placed beside any item which costs rrore than
$3 each time it

2.

"LE

done. (the amount may

Vary

with different

~oups)

l'be letter 'A' is to be placed beside those itEmS the studenr ·:1~lly
prefers to do alone; the letter 'P' next to thos1~ things he prefers to
do .with other people; and the letter> A-P' which he enjoys doing
equally alone or with othc:r people.

3.

The letters 'PL' placed next to those items that nee( planning.

4.

The letter 'NS' next to those itErns

whi·~I-

1-ould not have been listed

fi,re years ago.
5.
6.

The :1umber:; 1 - 5 placed ne.xt to the five m:ist important items. Number
1 next to the rroe t: important itEmS,number 2next, etc.
The student is to indicate next tci each activity when (day, night) it
was last enr;ar;ed in.

Anyrrore than five or six codings at one sitting generally overloads the
circuits, however, belav1 are additional sugr;estions:

1.

Use the letter 'R' for those things on your list which have an element
of risk to them.

It can be uhysical risk, errotional or intellectual risk.

2.

Put an 'I' next to any item which involves intimacy.

3.

Mark wi. th· an 'S' any i tan which can onlv be done in one particular
season of the year . ·

11.

Put_ the letters IQ next to any itan which you think you would enjoy
trore if you were smarter.
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5.

Place the letter U next to any itan you have listed that you think

6.

. other oeople would tend to judge as unconventional.
Use the code letters Mr for items which you think you will want to
devote increasingly more time to in the years to cane.

7.

Choose three items which you want to hecane really better at doing.
Put the letter B next to these items.

8.

Write the letter F next to the itG11S which you think will not appear
on your list 5 years fran now.

VAilJE WHIPS

'1aterials: None
Procedure: This exercise provides a simple and rapid means for students
and teacher to see haw others react to various issues or questions.

The
i:eacher or a student poses a question to the class and ·provides a few
m::ments for the manbers to think about their answers. Then the teacher
whips around the .roan calling upon students to give their answers. The
answers should be brief and to the point, although sanetimes a student may
want to give a little bac]Waund to better explain his answer. Students m.sy
choose to pass.
Sample c:iuestions:
1.
What is ah issue about which you have taken a public stand recently?
2.
What was a recent decision yu made that involved consideration of
three or more alternatives?
3.
\·lhat is sanething you really believe in strongly?
4.
What is one thing you would chanp;e in our world? In your town?
Your school? Your neighborhood?
5.
What is one thing you hope your a.vn children will not have to go through?
6.
TJhat is one thing about which you have changed your mind recently?
7.
\,Jho is one person you k:ru::1'v who sean to have it "more together" than ycu?
1.Jhat can you bon·ow fran his life?
ll.
How did ycu handle a recent disagreanent?
9.
l~1at could you give, personally, to the Presidential candidate of your
choice?
10. '•Jhat is one issue on which you have not yet fanned a definite opinion?
11. l.Jhat do you want to do about racism?
0
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12. vlhat is sanething in the news that really disturbed you lately?
13.
14.
15.

Which local issue disL-urbs you?
1,Jhere do you want to be 21) years .fran mm?
Would you be willing to limit car usage in order to reduce noise
and pollution?

16.

1..Jhat would you do if you objected to a new school policy?

MAGIC BOX
1'\aterials: None
Procedure: The teacher tells students about a magic box which is
very special. It is capable of !Tl'3king itself very small or very large.
Best of all, it can contain anything that the student wants it to contain.
The teacher then a:sks students, "If you came hane fran school today and
found the magic box waiting .for you to open, what would be in it?
it can have anything you want, tangible or intangible."

Ranenber

Students are

to either write do-..m their answers or tell them to the class.
The teacher then rni.e;ht ask other questions like:
1. What would you want in a magic box for your mother?
2.

1..Jhat WOJld you want for your best friend?

3.

l·Jhat is the smallest thing you would want?

4.

1·Jhat .is the largest thing?

. 5.

l.Jhat would you want for poor people?

After the ntudents have done this activity several times, they might
be asded tJ rank order the things they want most for themselves. They
might also be asked to write down or tell what they have been doing to

-

attain these things.
TIIE FAIL-our Sl!ELTER PROBLEMS

"'laterials:

Paper and pencil for each group

Procedure:

'This is an excellent activity that illustrates

dramatically how our values differ;how hard it is to objectively
determine the "best" values and how we often have trouble listening
to neoplc whose beliefs arc different· fran our own.

111e class is divided into groups of six or seven, who then sit
tor,ethcr. 111c teacher explains the situation to the groups.
"Your group arc members

of

a department in ''1ashington, . D. C. that

is in charge of C.'<pcr:imcntal stations in the far outposts of civilization.

Suddenly the TI1ird

1~orld

War breaks out m1d banbs begin dropping .

•
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Places all across the glohe are being destroyed. People are heading for
whatever fallout shelters are available. You receive a desperate call fran
one of your experimental stations, asking for help. It seems there are ten
people but there is only enough space, aor, fppd, and water in their fall-out
shelter for six people for a period of three months which is how long they
estimate they can safely stay down there.

They realize that if they have

to decide arrong themselves which six sho8ld go into the shelter, they are
likely to becane irrational and begin fighting. So they have decided to
call your department, their ·superiors, and leave the decision to you. They
will abide by your decision. But each of you has to quickly get ready to
head down to your fall-out shelter. So all you have time for is to get
superficial descriptions of the ten people. You have half-an-hour to make
your decision. Then you will have to go to your own shelter. So as a
group you now have 15 minutes to decide >vhich four of the ten will have
to be eliminated fran the shelter.

Before you begin, I want to impress

upon you two important considerations.

It is entirely possible that the

six people you choose to stay in the shelter might be the only six people
left to start the human race over again. This choice is, therefore, very
:important. Do not allow yourself to be swayed by pressure fran the others
in your group.

Try to rrl3ke the best.choices. possible.

if you do not make a decision in the timeperiod,

On the other hand,

then you are, . in fact,

choosing to let the ten people fight it out among themselves, with the
possibility that more than four might perish.
half-hour

1.

You have exactly one

Here is all you know about the ten people:

2.

Bookkeeper: 31 years old.
His wife: six months pregnant

3.
4.
5.

Black militant: second year medical student.
Fmn::rus historian: author: 42 years old.
Holly>-~1od starlette;singer; dancer

6.

Bio- Chemist

7.

Rabbi : 54 years old.

8.

Olympic athlete: all sports.

9:

College co-ed.

10.

Policeman with gun. (they can not be seperated)

'Il1e

·teacher

'[.'Os ts

or distributes copies of this list, and the students

begin. The teacher gives periodical tirrc warninr;s and then stops the groop
at e.'Cllctly the r,iven time".· A c0tmt-down adds to the excitement.
should pick a spokesperson.

Each group

This l_)erson should read off the list of six

•

that they have chosen. (ranking thrni in order is an added direction that
can be ft.m) As they read off the list, have the spokesperson also p,ive
a reason as to why the group chose that particular person.

The teacher

c0-1ld keep a tally of the people chosen to rrniain in the fall-out shelter.
fran the different groups, thus a 17oup consensus could be taken a$ to
who is to stay and who is to p,o.

A general discussion can follow where the

teacher asks the students to try to disregard the content of the activity
· and to examine the process and the values implications.

He asks questions

like: Hew well did you listen to the others in your group?
yourself to be pressured into changing your mind?
that the group could not reach a decision?
answer?

What do your

=

Did you alla;v

Were you so stubborn

Did yru feel you had the ris:;ht

selections say to you about your values?

...
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lliE TRUST WALK

Materials: None.
Procedure: Ask the students to pick a partner they feel friendly with
or close to. TelI them tha.t they will be going on a walk together in which
one person will have his eves closed and the other will be gdtlding him.

Ask

them to decide who would like to be the first w-lth thfilr eyes closed. 1'Jhen
they have decided, tell them that the gilid' s job is to make sure that their
partner is safe at all tirnes--ie. does not bump into anything or fall down
stairs. The guides should also try to give their partner as interesting a
walk as possible. They can take their partners up and down stairs, into
pl.aces that have different noises, walk them backwards, run and jump with
them, go in circles, etc. They can also give their partner a variety of
different sensory experiences by placing their hands on object with different
eextures such as smooth glass, rougl1 concrete, a soft carpet, a water fountain,
a pile of towels, the keys of a piano, etc. Ask them to use their ingenuity
and imagination.
talldng.

Tell them that this entire exercise is to be done without

Both par.tners are to be silent the whole ti.me.

After about ten

or fifteen minutes, using a prearranged signal ( a beiH, record, etc.) have
them swithc roles.

After another ten to fifteen minutes, have than return

to the group and share their eKperiences.
with such questions as:

You can facilitate the discussion

1. Were you abwe to trust your partner with your eyes closed?
2. Did you open your eyes at any time?
3. Did you find it easier following or leading? What was easy or hard?
4. Did you enjoy the exercise? 1.Jhat did you enjoy about it?
Note: This exercise is best done after students have gotten.to know each
other fairly well.
·GROUP PICTURES

Materials: One large piece of paper or newsprint, many colors of
magic marker.
Procedure: The group sits in a circle around the paper and markers.
One student starts by goirw, to the paper and drawing one curver or four
straight lines on the paper. The person next on that person' a right
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continues the picture by adding one curved or four straight lines .
. ·(sti;aights can use different colors) The picture develops_ as each person
in turn adds co!'.Ved or four straight lines .. (for small groups, Mee
aratmd is okay.) A discussion of what happened should follow.

One

or two students might choose to stay out of the activity by instead acting
as a process observer and report back to the class their impression of the
group.
'IHE PERFECT SOOARE

Material:

Pieces of string twelve feet long(one piece of string for

each group of eight), masking tape (or golf tees for outdoor use), blindfolds (optional), Process. observer sheets.
Procedure: The teacher divides the class into groups of eight, and
. then each group ·divides itself into four participants and four observers,
with one observer assigned to each participant. (For groups of less than eight,
one observer can observe two participants.) Observers are given the Process
Observer Sheets. (If necessary, the teacher can have a short instructional
sessi6n for the observers.)

Then the teacher gives the follcr.ving lnstructions:

I'm going to give one piece of string and four short pieces of tape to
each

group.

Your task is to make a perfect square with the string, taping

the corners to the floor.

To make the task more of a challenge, yru rrust

do this vlhile blindfolded and without verval cmmmication. (ie no taU<ing)
Before you begin your task, you will be given

five mirrutes to canplete

the square. At the end of the task, the observers will be asked to share
their observations of the group process during the planning session and
any carrnents they have about the canpleting of the task" ·The teacher
clarifies the assignment as_ necessary
period.

and

starts timing the planning

At the end of the planning period the observers can help the

participants to put on the blindfolds before the teacher times the task
period.

(altrenatively, the students can be asked simply to close their

eyes for the five minute period.)

After each square is canpleted, the observers

should report to the group, and the i;roups may discuss the process and
task.
Variations: right triangle:

This is a canpanion exercise to The

Perfec·~

Square so that the observers may becane participants· and the participants

..
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observers.

The same t-welve foot pieces of string and tape can be used.

The procedure here is the same as for The Perfect Square except that the
task is to create a right triangle fran the piece of string'.

Since the

task is considerably more difficult, however, the teacher may wish to point
out that the string is twelve feet long and that a right triangle can be
constructed by making one side three feet long, one side four feet ling, and
one side five feet long. In addition, the participants should be allowed'
to talk during the task period. ·
An easier proble:n is to construct an equilateral trianble fran the string.
Other possible tasks would include construction a pentagon, a rectangle
with the ration of two to one, and isosceles triangle with the sides being
five, five and two.
CASH RF.GIS'I'ffi
~1aterials:

A copy of the Cash Register Worksheet for each participant

and for each group, -pencils.
Procedure: The instructor gives a copy of the Cash Register Worksheet
to each participant. He instructs them to read the story and then to indicate
which of the statements about the story are true, false, or unkno;vn (indicate
by question mark.) The instructor n<M has members break into groups of five
to seven members.

Each group has approximately ten minutes t;o reach con-

sensus on whether each statement is true, false, or unknown. The instructor
armounces the correct answere. (statement 3is false; statement 6 is true,
and all other statements are unkna;vn.)
note : C'.ash 1'egister 'vorksheet folla-Js this_ page.

Ml\KE UP THE ENnl'lr,
"
'1-'!aterials: One short story for whole grou]J. Three short stories for
each ~rouo. Paper and pencils.
Procedure: Start discussion on how m:ist stories have conflict in them.
Try making a list of as many books as they can with and and without conflict.
(Optional to discuss this.) Explain· that the first part of a story will be
read .to them and they rrust put on an ending of their <Mn.

"~-

a.

All can hear same story and make up an ending to"ether.

b,

All can hear same story, then break into grrups and make up
endings.
Read three seperate stories, ·break into three groups, and assign

c.

=

each group to a story.·

d.

After reading first parts of stories, either ong large or several
=11 groups, they can do the following: (op.tional)

.

1. one group m1.ke up an ending with conflict.
.
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2. one group make up an ending without conflict.
3. one group make up either one or the other, not telling which
one they are.doing,
Give the groups 10 minutes or so to work on their story endings. ThE:n
let each v,roup rea<l their endiw,s. If the grot.ip desires, the real ending
of the story can be read and discussed.
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CASH REGISTER 1-KlRKSHEET

The Story:
A businessman had just turned off the lights in the store when a men
appeared and demanded money. The owner opened the cash register. The
contents of the cash register were scooped up, and the man sped away.
A member of the police force was.notified pranptly.
Statements About the Story:
1. A man appeared after the 01vner had turned
off his store lights. ·

T

.F

?

=·

T

F

?

3. The
did not demand money.
4. The man who opened the cash register was

T

F

?

T

F

?

T

F

?

T
T

F

?

F

?

T

F

'/

T

F

?

T

F

?

T

F

2. The robber was a

=

the 01vner.
5. The store =er scooped. up the contents of the
cash register and ran away.
6. Saneone opened a cash register.
7. After the man who demanded the money scooped up
the contents of the cash register, he ran away..
8. 1•1hile the cash regisler contained m:mey, the story
does not state ho;.;r 11n.1ch.
9. The robber dEffi3Ilded money of the O\vrler.
10. The story concerns a series of events in which
only three persons are referred to: the O\vner,
a man who demanded money, and a member of the police.
11. The follCMring events in the story.are true:
Saneone dEffi3Ilded money, a cash register was opened,
its contents were scoooed up, and a man dashed
out of the store.

-
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~IISHIN3

119.teria.ls 1

None

Procedure 1

Althoudi wishes may often seem impossible and far fotched,

they are very often expressions of real needs-such as the common need to
be accepted by ori11.' s peers,

Once wishes are expressed and recogni wd as noi-mal,

they can be used a,; a motivating force behind action.

with tho use of

, goal-setting a child can her,in to realize that, with action, sonie wishes
may be attained •
. Genies and magic fairies often grant people three ,.. ishes,
children to imaeine that they have three wishes.

Ask the

What would theJ• be?

Ask1hem to imagine that they had three Wishes for someon8 else whom they
liked very much.

What would they wish for that person?

If they could relive the previous day, what. would they wish to have
been different?
Ask them:

To have been the same?
Did you ever wish to be someone else?

so..,eone mi.p:ht wish to be you?
hav" a ··•ish come tl"lH>?

Who?

Do you thin!<

lvhy would he want to be you?

JJ:ld you evel'

Tell about it..

Is there anytiiinv. .vou can do,

besides just wishinf, to help get your Wish?
HAPPY PACJ\AGE

Materials:

Objects that the students feel good about and that makes

them happy.
Procedure:

Have the class sit in a circle,

Ask the students to

pretend that they can have a package any size or shape they want.

Jnsine

this imaginary box they are to place whatever it is in the whole wlde
world that wouJd make them happy.

Ask the students to share with the

class thinp;s they ha:ve brought from home whicl: make thnm hapi•y.
Ask the students to leave the group, go find an object in the class
th"t makes theni happv, and return to the group and share the oh.iect.
Ask. the stuc!ents to share with the group a hap.,y incident that
h;ipP.,ned to them in tr.e past week.
Ask the students to tell the class about a person who makes them
hni-py.
Ask t.he students to describe how i t feels to be happy, · l'ihore do
they feel it?·

•low do they know?

Ask the stud<"nts t.o compl<>te the sentence 1

Happiness is • • , "

58
I WANT TO BE
Matorials1

Paper and pencil

Procedure 1

Ask the students to list at least fivo people wliom they

adndre very much.

They may use names of any person whether historical,

fictional, living, or dead.

Ask them to write a brief essay or give a

brief discussion about the person they have chosen.
that person rossess 7

What qualities does

Why is he or she to be admired?

Then ask the studenta

to compare themselves to the person they have chosen to emulate.
them what they would have to do to become like that person.
would they have to make?
students set personal

Ask

;/hat changes

How could they go about making them?

Help the

p;oals for achieving these desired changes.

them to share their goals with the class,
the orncletion of their goals,

Ask

Have them set deadlines for

Ask them to report on their goals when

the deadline arrives.

SELF-SABOTAGE ROLE PLAY
Mat.erials1

Blackboard and chalk,

Procedure:

The role play and discussion helps to make students

aware of the concept of self-sabotage:

•!here motivation is 11•).xed, one

part of the self may want. to do something but another part is not
willing to risk the enbrgy or involvement and sabot.agAs the· plan by
raising

doubt~

about its worthiness or the person's ahl.li ty to succ,,od,

For ntanco, "J'd like to do welJ in English, but I'm such a bad speJler

(But often signals a sal·otage

that it •s probab 1 y not worth even trying, 11
statement. )

The teacher presents the concept of s.elf-sabotage to the class and
then asks the c] ass to generate examples using this blackboard role play:
The teacher draws a circle face at the center of the blackboard and
labeh it w1 th a nme such as ·sue or Billy (but not the na"•e of a student.
in t.hn class

o~

onA not.orl.ous in t.he schr101.

Then thFl teacht>r labols tho

area ti the left. of the face as Good Intentions and the are to the rie'it
of the face 11s Sahotar;e and places the ;:ord l3ut over the head (see
cliap;rnm),

Then the tenche· invites the students to speak word'· for Billy,

contributing either a p:ood intention or a

s~botai(e

statement lor ho+.h),

while the teacher recordr. eacb contrihutlon '.>n·tfie board.

After·sov.er-al

statemflnts of good ir.tentions and sahotago have been written· th" t.enchor

59

'
asks the st.ur'ent.s to reflect on thej r own lives and to try to idonlfy
some ways that they sabotage their own good intentions,

Then a r,enora

discussion an be hold on common sabotage strat01<i"s and how i ndi vidunls
mir,ht ovorcomA them.

Fjn11Jly,

t' e teacher Rsks each st.udent to list

privately one self-sahbt.ae:ing behavior anrl then to d<wise a plan to
overco"'e that

sahot.~go.

Students who wish may share their papers with

the teachor or another student and make a self-contract to chanp.:o,
Varintionr

Good Intent.tons Role Plny1

One half of tho clnss speaks the

worrls for Try-h11rd Tama, and the other half speaks the words for Can't do
it Tama, tho two parts of an individual faced with tryine; to make and
keep a collllnitmer.t to get better grades this term.
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KEY -F'OR ACTIVITIES
G.A.

Getting AcquaintAd

G.S.

Goal Srtting Activities

C

Communication

S.A. & A.A.

Self Awaren<?Ss and At ti turl<" AwarenE'SS

S.E. & P.I.

Self Esteem and Positive Image

I.B.
V
F'.R.

Interpersonal Behavior
Values
F'riends and Relationships

•

f, I

._"""ll..;.J.-- ..t. l.,.;.i'iLJL:.l\ .

O~.J

Advisory Activity Schedule

-

Weclnr>sdav
5

Tuef,dav

·~tonday

I

4

Thnr----h"
6

Assign lockers

..

Review ~c~ool
<u es
Expectations,et h

\_.

10
G. 1\..
"Name and
Gesture

ft'r i rl ~ ''

7

--1

.

11
i2
G.A.
Group Games:
Set up
checlcers, chess
"Secret Pal"
etc •

13
Group GaJlles

14
G • J\ •
I<emen1bc:1r Nam<>s

17
Group Games

18

19

G.A.
"The seat on
my right"

20

21
G.A.
"P0ople }·!tlnt II

24
G.A.
"What's your

25

26

27
G.A.
28
G.A,
"People Bingo" 11 Confusion 11

.

line"
..

\
OBJECTIVES FOR SEPTEc•!BER:
1.

Students will become better acquainted with one another

2.

To provide an opportunity for the teachers to become better acquainted
with the members of their advisory.

3.

To provide an opportunity for individuals to identify themselves as
as a member of the advisory group.

4.

s.

79/80

OCTOl'.EI<
. ~Jond;1 v

...... 110scl(\V

J1

1-idvisory Activity Schr-dule
Thursd?v
\verlnesdav

G,S.

2

4

3

"The Coal Post'

ti

'.f}-1 (~

l~ricJ;w

"..)l.X
.

0 1 Cl0C(

Nf~\1,,1$

c

5.

G.S.

"S<"~ncl

a
Hf's sage"

11

II
!

'

i
'

8

G.S.

9

'

c

1$

G.S.

16

"Winking"

17.

Jl.eview

..

~·

.

29 Plan a

'

30

12
NO SCHOOL

c9

26

31
Party

OBJECTIVES FOR OCTOBER:
1.

Def~ne

2.

The students will verbalize what goals are.

3,

The student will be exposed to the idea that some people are
seJf-def<:>ating,

4.

Goals will be set.·

5,

Increase listening skills.

6.

Student will be exposed to methorls of non-verbal communication.

8.

c

Send a ?·less age

J

7.

c

11 lJPtPcti.ve 11

H'alloween

Halloween
Party
.

G.S.

G.S.
25
"°If I Were
God of the
Universe"

24

10/28 Goal Card
& Develop 11/8
Goal Card
.

18

Removing
Barriers to
Action

Develop 2
Goal Cards
1 to 10/28
2 to 11/8

23

22

G.S.

"Oevelorin9
Your Plan of
Action"

"Guidelim's fo
Goal Sc t ting"

.
,

11

10

the word goal.

Advisory Activity Scl1edule
Wednesday
-

Tuesday
-

Mondav

Thursday

Pr.i.day

2

l

6 S.A. & A.A.

5

II

7

8

if I Could

Revi0w

9

Goals for 11/8

I;e II

13

12
NO SCHOOL

Set Goals

14·

20

19

16

"Solve the
Mystery"

and Sub-g<i>als
for 1/24

-

c

15

23

22

21

NO SCf!OOL

NO SCHOOL

27 S .A.

26

&

"What's !•iy
l3ag"

A.A. 28

Review

29 S .A.

& A.A.

30

a.nct upctate of
"\vha t' s Piy
Goals for 1/24 ·Bag"

I
OBJECTIVES FOR

NOVE~!BER:

1.

To help the student be more aware of the positive aspects of their
personality.

2.

Th0 stud&nts will be able to state their own personal goals.

3.

Help the student be more awa·re of who they are and who they wish to be.

4.

HPlp the student understand _the _indivirluali ty of peoplt>.

S.

Help the

6,
7,

studen~s

to clarify their feelings.

79./80

DECEMBEl~

~10rldC.\V

r3

Advisory Activity
\I~erlne ·' cl·cl v
T t1esr oy
4 S.A. & A .J\'
5
"Peanuts"

S~hedule

0

Ttiursrl
. 'ay
.6 S.E.

, rJ_ ay
& p. I .

7

"Personal

Flap"

10

11

17

I. B.

Review

12

"Group Picnic"

and update Goals
for 1/24

18

19"

II

25

NO.SCHOOL

"Car \\lash"

20 S.E, & P. I .

Plan a
ChristmilS
Party
24

13 S.E. & p. I .

26

NO SCHOOL

I

Am Lovdmg
and Capable"

27

NO SCHOOL

c

14
St'f1Cl

a

i'-IPSSil<JC~

21

Christmas
Party
28

NO SCHOOL

NO SCHOOL

31

(

NO SCHOOL

l
OBJECTIVES FOR

DECE~!BER:

1.

The students will be better able to identify the positive aspects of
their personality.

2.

Clarify the value of positive thinking.

3.
4.

•

79/eo

J1\NUARY

t·londay

Advisory Activity Schedule
Thursrlav
\llednes<iriv
I. B.
3
2

Tur>sctay
1

'

"Perfr>ct
Squarc-> 11

NO SCHOOL

7

8

F' • R.

New Classmates

14

I. B.

15

9'

22 S .A.

& A• J\ •

Set Goals

11

17 S.A. & A.A.
18
"Either Or
Forced Choice'

23

24

Review

~~

NO STUDENI'S

and Evaluate
Goal for 1/24

:lame 11

29

10

16

"The Nourish in\

28

Review

and update
1/24 Goal

Perfect Square

21

FridilV
4

30

31

and Sub-goals
for 3/21

I

OBJECTIVES FOR JANUARY:
1.

Students will be better able to state their own personal V«lur>s.
-

2.

Help the student be niorP aware of wt10 they are and who they wish to

3.

ThP students will be better able to express their feelings.

4.

The students will be better ablP to convey thoughts to one another.

s.

The students will be b0tter able to use non-v0rb<c.l methods of co1n1nu nicu t io

6.
7,

l)(' •

-

.

· ·FEBRUARY

Tu"t>sday

Monday

A<lvisory Activity Schedule
l<Jednpsday
Thu rs<lay
"'

7~>/80

Friday

I

.1
..

5

4

c

7

·0

c

8

"W~nking"

"Human 1-lachin< "

.
11

.

12.

14

& Update

"Sen<ling a

3/21 Goals
19

18

NO SCHOOL

25

I. B.

I. B.

"Space Tower"

.

15

i'"lessage 11

21

20

"Trust l~alk"
Intro.
Level 1
26

c

13 Review

I. B.

22

"Trust \~alk"
Level 2

27

Review

28

29

& Update
3/21 Goals

I
OBJECTIVES F'OR F'EBRU1\RY:

1.

The student will be bE·tter able to understand the meaning of trust.

2.

The student will be better able to sPe the benefits of cooperation.

3.

The student will improve listening skills.

4•
. 5.

.

79/80

fJ/-\.l{\.....11

~londay

Tuesday

3

Advisory Activity Scl1Rdule
1.vr~cl nc>srlc\y
Thursdav

I. B.

4

11

"Cash
1"1acl1in(:::0 11

I • l:.i.

11

10

"Group
Picture''

17

11

·24

!·-lurna.n

J<evi<'w

sq~OOL

13 S, E.
11

1-9

20

& p' I•

14

St1ccess

Sharing"

I. 8.

21

''Four Corner
Puzzl<>"

27

26
NO

7

Sol v 1~::i; the
11ystery"

and update
3.121 Gu<> ls

~1achine'

25

NO SCJ!OOL

31

c

18

l?

c

6

5

Fridi\V

NO SCHOOL

28
NO SCllOOL

~o

~~CHOOL

l.b.

"Tic-I'ctc-1'oe ''

J

OBJECTIVES FOR l-'IARCH:
l.

Th2 student will be better able to uriderstand the meaninu of trust,

2.

ThP student will bP. b1;,tter able to seP the benefits of cooper<:ition •

. 3.

4.

s.

ThP student will improvp listening skil1s.

APRIL·

. 'londctY

TUPSdilY

l

1\rlvisory Activity Scliedu le
Thursrlav
-

1 Set Coals

-

2

8

v.

9

15 Goal Sett in,
11

16

\.\'ri te a·Letter

22
11

28

c

23

v.

11

17

}p,

J~ev iew

24

c

,..,~

.:. :::>

"LettPr Puzzle"

\··Jinking"

c
29
"Solve the
Hystery"

10

and Uprlate
Goo.ls for 6/3

to Yourself"

:21

4

"ForcPdChoicP Laclde>r '

"Cave In"

14

v.

"Fall Out
Slwl tP.r"

anrl Sub-~ioals
for 6/7

7

3

Pricl<ty

30

J

OBJECTIVES FOR APRIL:
1. The students will be better able to communicate with each -0thPr.

2.

3.
4.

The students will be bPtter able to identify tl1eir own

valu,~s.

-

'. ':'./

1·u"l.;

(.')\)

Advisory Activity Scherlult>
Monrl i\Y

TuC'sdav

\

/Pr1 n r> s (i i.-1 v

~r"irl:'1'1

Thv rsr''"'
1 S.A. & 1\ .1\ •

1

'

2

"Th<? Nourishin,
Garn('..""

6 Review

5

7

8

13
II

5•

v.

9

"Partners &
Patterns"

anrl Update
Goals for 6/3

12

F.& R.

14

15

s.

v.

16

"Rank Order"

Overboard"
.

19

20

F, & R.

21 Review

"Write a RecipE and Update
for a Good
Goals for 6/3
Friend"
27

26
NO SCJJOOL

28

22

v.

23

Head the letter
You wrote 5/20

F, &.R.

29

30

.

Quick Ac ti vi ti• s
..,_
17
.,
rr

OBJECTIVES FOR r!AY:
1.
2.

The student will be better able to understa.nd anrl cope with siblings.
TJ1e sturJent \vill bP better ab!P. to understand the effects of frif'n<.is

on the individual.
~

3.

The student will be better able to identify thP characteristics of
a friend.

4.

s.

•

Monrlav

T,uresday

2

3

Advisory Activity Schedule
I
lvedncsdav
T1nrsrlav

Review

an cl Evaluate
Goals

I.

.
.

I

Plan
End of Year
Party

4

5

Fr1d;\y
(>

'Encl of Year
Party

-

SEPTEMBER
8 Lessons- Ccmr:unicatiort skills, getting acquainted, verbal and nonverbal patterns and their effectiveness
emotions, control, getting needs met .
- focus on behavior

OCTOBER
8 Lessons- Goal setting
- knowing what you value, ma.king a plan to

reach established goals, monitorir.g the process

NO~M33R

Lessons- Problem solving
·-focus on solutions, alternatives when the.ideal solution isn't realistic/viable

DECEXEER

Lessons- ~pplication/Practice of learnings to this point
- Individual con:ferences following the close of the first trimester (Nov, 26)
-assessment of goals which were set and attained or not met

J ANUA..1lY /FEBRUARY

Lessons- Needs/Values
~!ARCH

Lessons- Transitions- cases/examples 'of coping with change, death, divorce, relationships etc. which actively
involve the student and provide an opportunity for understanding and dealir.g .with
such life experiences
APRIL
MAY/JUNE- Extension of communication skills, now, at the end of the year a more in depth look at oneself £or

the purpose of evaluation,,.,,,, Who am I '? What am I? (now as opposed to the "me" in September) What
·am I becoming? What patterns of. relationships am I developing? •••••••

..._,
(X)

ADVISORY fLANS

·(week of·Soptembcr 15-19)

79

.v
Thine;s are moving, Students are expressing good thoughts about their advisories!!
:".HopefullyJc last week' o "lezsons" helped everyone to get acquainted and to begin develop. 'ing some meaningful relationships.
·
This week's lessons are meant to help students understand what feelings are and
how feelings ini'luonce both thought and action •. Communicating feelings·verbally and
nonverbally is the focus for this month.
We will try to provide lessons/activities that have a minimum amount of teacher
input and a maximum amount of opportunity for student interaction. Their emotional
and social development is too significant to be left to chance.

*****NOTE1

IF PRINTING PE!U1ITS. , , • , , , it would be ideal to get these plans to you by
Thursday afternoon so that you could clear up any
. ques.tions or concerns on the Friday before.

-~-w----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'Lesson #1
This activity is designed to get students to see how one is able to communicate
without using words. Students need to be sensitive to the fact .that what they do
.nonverbally affects their communication,
Attached to this lesson you will find "Feeling Word" cards. You will need to
arrange these face down on a desk or put them in a sack, hat , •• ,anything to contain
them.
You may want to tell the class that a feeling is an emotional response or reaction
t~ something,
As we grow, our feelings w~y change or get more complicated •. Often
-.:times we use words to let people know how we are feeling, (Students may provide some
·'examples of verbal communication of feelings,,,, , "This class
s l" "I love that
-P.E. clats" ....... )Bur in this activity we are going to' communicate feelings without
·using words.
Eh'TER FLEXIBILITY- You may want to model the. procedure for the class. You are selecting c
drawing a "feeling"card and conmnmicating the feeling nonverbally, Students can voluntee~
to select a card and com.11unicate the feeling. The other stildents can check their
abilities or s..ltills by trying to figure out the feeling/message that is being ccm.J:iunicated
Feel· free to adapt this activity to fit your advisory. It could be a competition to see
_ ·lmo is best able to identii'y the feelings. If people in your advisory are uncomfortable
to "act" in front of the group then you could 'divide the cards and split the class into
groups of s!T'illler numbers,
After the students get the idea of focusing in on nonverbal commw;ication examples
you may want to relate it to 'J.heir own lives. How do they present themselves when
-communicating a need for help
-meeting someone for the first time
-saying hello
-feeling <.>J1gry
How people respond to us is not just as a result of what we have said verbally but what
we have said nonverbally,
,

..

..
..

(.C,")

r.esson #1 and #2

·so
{{reek of September 22-26)

. This is a two day lesson. You may want to abbreviate it if you are finding
yourself behind schedule and you need time to catch up,
The following J examples should provide your students with some situations
.'\-o, which they can apply some of their ·lmowledge of nonverbal and verbal communication. The student will be able to identify his/her emotional response to a given
situation and will be able to determine the most effective way of communicating
ttt1s
.... ' emotion using both verbal and nonverbal skills •
DAY ONE- Give the students the following class/schooi situations. Have them try
to put themselves into the situation so that they will be able to understand it
and know how they would react, Af'ter the situations have been presented, each
student is to briefly outline or write do1m how he would feel if this situation
was real and how he would communicate this feeling to others ( teachers, administrators
or friends), The stu'-1.ent should be encouraged to think of how he/she would respond
physically (nonverbally) as well as orally.
SITUl>.TION ONE

- In a classroom a test or quiz is being given, It doesn't matter if
The kid behind,YOU drops his/her paper and/or pencil.
You pick -it up and ti= around to hand it to him/her. The teacher is in the front of
the room and sees you do this BUT thinJrn that you are cheating,· Because you were
tardy to class, your name is already on the boa.rd. 'l'his situation causes you to get
a check after your name and the teacher throws your paper away.
th~ subject is spelling or math.

HOW DO YOU FEEL? HOW AP.E YOU GOING TO COMMUNICATE THIS FEELING TO THE TEACHER?
WHAT IS YOUR REACTION GOING TO BE?
SITUATION Ti:O
- You are in a class where one of the rules states that you are to
bo quiet unless you have been called upon to speak, You haven't been j_n this class
foii the past J days because you have been home sick, You are excite.d to be back in
cJ..~ss.
There are 51 000 things that you want to tell your friends,
ROW DO YOU FEEL?

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

CAN YOU CONTROL YOUR FEELING OF EXCITEMENT?

SITUATION THREE - Your best friend has been invited to a party. You were not invited
to the party. Because your best friend accepts the invitation, you start bad-mouthing
y~ur friend.
l!Ot DO YOU FEEL? WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? WHAT CAN YOU DO TO MAKE Tl!E SITUATION BETTER?
WHll.T COUIJ) YOU HAVE DONE TO PtlEVENT THE SITUATION FROM HAPPENING
and
STILL Kl!.EP
Y0UR FR;IENDS?

Again, DAY ONE should be spent t~inlcing about the situations and planning your position.
Each student should find one situation to which h;/'she is able to respond.
DAY TWO- During this session the students can share their reactions and EVALUATE the
effectiveness of various responses, The student should be able to realize that certain
reL:ponses/reactions affect the way in which others respond to him/her. The emphasis
sh;)uld be on m!l.king the student realize that the decisions he/she makes regarding
·what ·to say and how to say it in many cases control the .outcome of the situation.

•I
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For the month of October we will focus on self-awareness, values, and goal setting,
The process of establishing goa,ls, both short and long term, should coincide with the
process of conferencine; after the·student progress reports,

The lesson(s) for the week of October 6th deals with values. We have designed
th.is lesson for two days and we will check w-l th you to see if you were able to
'cvmplete it. ·Please read the entire lesson and check with us if you are unclear
before beginning the lesson.
Thanks
Lesson #

'7

OBJECTIVE:

(day 1)

VALUES

STUDENTS WILL BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND WHAT VALUES ARE AND WILL CONSIDER SOME
VALUES OF THEIR OWN.

(Because of the nature of this content it is important that the teacher provides
input regarding values,)
SET1 ••••• Think of a time when you have had to make an important decision. Suppose
you have been saving money for something you have wanted for a long time,
You get a call from a friend of yours who is broke and needs some money
. to buy his mother a birthday gift,
,,,,,THE DECISION THAT YOU MAKE, REGARDLESS OF WHAT IT IS, REVEALS SOMETHING
AllOur WHAT IS MOST H!PORTANT TO YOU,
••••• IN ·THE NEXT FEW .WEEKS WE WILL GET TO KNOW MORE ABO!Jr OURSELVES AliD WHAT
IS I~!PORTANT TO US. WE WILL ALSO SEE HOW THOSE THINGS THAT ARE MOST I~!PORTANT
TO US ARE REVEALED BY WHAT WE DO AND SAY •
. ' , , , , , THOSE THINGS, PEOPLE, CO!IDITIONS, AND QUALITIES WE CONSIDER MOST H!PORTANT
AND WOULD MOST HATE TO LOSE REFLECT OUR PERSONAL V A L U E S. THOSE THINGS
WHICH HAVE SOME WORTH ARE THINGS WHICH WE VALUE •
••••• LET'S LIST SOME OF THE THINGS, PEOPLE, CONDITIONS AND QUALITIES WHICH WE
VALUE.
.
(TEACHER MAY WANT TO START THE LIST BY WRITING SOME OF THE THINGS WHICH
HE/SHE VALUES ON THE BOARD)
.
for example- motorcycle, friends and their acceptance, pet dog or cat,
piece of jewelry, mother, father, minister; coach, having
enough to eat, having a Private bedroom, being trust.worthy
enjoying good.health ••••.•
After the students have "brainstormed" the list of values have the class
consider the following questions in a discussion.
1. WHY DO YOU THINK PEOPLE IN THIS ROOM DIFFER ABO!Jr WHAT THEY CONSIDER
IMPORTANT?
2, WHAT INFLUENCES OUR DECISIONS ABO!Jr WHAT WE CONSIDER MOST H!PORTANT?
(ie, Why do we have the values we have?) accept any reasonable answers
-as long as they include ( ! ! *"') family financial situation, reli[~ion,
parental values, teachers' values etc.
J. DO YOU THINK YOU WILL CONSIDER THE SAHE THINGS TO BE H!PORTANT TEN
YEARS FROM NOW? WHY OR WHY NOT?
, •• At the end of the period (before the end) .have.students state, again, what we
mean by the term value. .Emphasize ·the fact that many people value, or find important,
nany different thine;::>. Also stress the fact that values are not only material e;oods
•••J

but qualities and conditions as well.
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The students in your advisory should have a e;ood idea as to what we .mean by
the term value. They should also be awa.re of the fact that we all have different
values because the values that we have come.from different parents, religions, attitudes
and financial situations.
During this advisory period the students will be completing a questionnaire which
i:rill require that they consider their o•m personal values. Afterwards,. sma.11 groups wil:
be. comparing the unsigned questionnaires to determine shared and unique values.
OBJECTIVE:

INPUT:

STUDENTS WILL BECOME AHARE OF SOJ1E OF THE VALUES THEY SHA.RE WITH CLASSMATES.
AND SOME THAT AHE UNIQUELY THEIHS.

The teacher may find the need to review the previous day's lesson on values~
what they are, where they come from, and why values are personal and different.

Tell the stucl.ents ••. ,' •• TODAY YOU' WILL BE FILLING OUT QUESTIONNAIRES THAT
MIGHT REVEAL WHAT YOU VALUE MOST HIGHLY. DON'T SIGH YOUR NAME TO THE QUESTIONNAJ
BUT PUT THE NUMBER THAT I GIVE YOU OH IT IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND CO!lliER.
CONSIDER EACH ITEM CAREFULLY
SELECT THE ENDING \HUCH IS HOST ACCURATE FOR YOU.
WRITE IN YOUR mm ENDING IF NO'.iE OF T!!E SELECTIONS SEEMS RIGHT.

WHEN STUDEt..'TS HAVE COMPLETED THE QL'ESTIOllliAIHE IT SHOULD BE CLOSE TO 'Yr!E E!'ID OF THE
PERIOD. COLLECT THE QUESTIO'.;NAIRES FOR USE IN 'Yr!E NEXT LESSON.
YOU WILL BE DIVIDING
THE CLASS INTO SMALL GHOL'PS. EACH GROUP ;·TILL BE GIVEN SOME QUESTIONNAIRES AKD TEEY
WILL BE DETERMINING Wr!ICH VALUES ARE S!-'J,RED BY THE GHOUP AND THOSE THAT ARE UNIQUE
. 'IO INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THE GROUP. AFTER THE SMALL GHOUPS J-!J, \'E HST THEY WILL REPORT
THEIR FINDINGS BACK TO THE CLASS. THE CU,SS WILL THEN A'ITEViPT TO GENERALIZE A:i30UT
TH'!: INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE QUESTIO!lNAIRE RESPONSES.

FURTHUR DETAILS WILL BE OUT NEXT WEEK FOR THE FOLLOW-UP LESSONS RE: VALUES AND GOALS.

"
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of Oe<•oL0> 12-16) .

This lesson takes up where we Jel't off- the Gtudcnts fill8d :out the
<' ;;:'<_' ·: :;.·.;
que,,tJ.onnaire during Lhe last lesson day.· Bocause this is a -con~lmiat;ion .:: · /;"'"·.:·-~\.".'
of lesson //8, the ob,jectlve :rem;:i,ins the ~3<~1nc.
'.;··.· ..:-.. 1-"'.<<·:. "';"·.':·;,;~· ·:'··'.,~· ·

. . ~ ;:.~\ ·'. : :;~,., ~?~: :,: . ···~·. . ":'..}~ :~. ~ ..:.: ;{ [~>~:)•'.

OBJECTIVE1

STUllE1~J'S

i/JLJ, BECOl·H<; AWAIU!i OF SOHE OF THE VALUES THEY SHARE 'TITH"·•'.·.·•··

CLASS!1A'n::'.) AND SONE THAT AH!'; UNIQ.UELY THElllS •..•

'..<

)'i''.; · ·.. :· ', ,·/;;':;J)~i~

\: : ,

You need to have the questionnaires on hand along with the list of. stud~nt<'·;:·.:;:.:
names and. numbers. To avoid confusion, please outline the group -tasks· be:t:oi·o:/-''.i' :-_ · ._
handing out the questionnaires. Because the cJ.ass will be· woxking in small ,T-COUJ>$" ·_'·::
of' about 3-4 students you may want -Go take some time to select;t.he· groups befoi7e.': . - ·'.:
the class meets. If you are comfortable w'Lth the way yo_u:c;:cf_ass~ _o:i;:ganizes ·;i.~s.:,,.:_:;:i<.:.'.
own groups then feel free to let them.
· "'· ' >;·x -.'>i:.'"'.,· >i ._:;.·,., ..-•. '.·".::','.;'~·· .,,_ . ,·,,,-.:~

1.

~:L~'.~~:.:•:::;,~iii ~"king
be

ill oooll

,,,,;i,'~(~1~:¥~£j~~J~;~t!i
are

Tell the students who they will be working with (if you
:~electirie} •. i~:.~.,.:,0'.,:,;';y
Tell the stud,;nts that they a:re to select one person J.n · their''group to~· :;·.-:'.;:_,._,_-.:, c..:;;
record the gJ:oup' s information. The recorder will be keepinf;" t<'.llies of-.'.:.:._::·~·:f?:0:}'
how many people c'1ose each ending and of the items listed under-."other'. '.;; ,-.. ~.-· ..:·:·::
(This lesson COULD be ·carried out by -the class as a whole; th.;: ·class be:J.ni,}:)Z~7f:
one group. Bill' the sll'.all c;roup arrangement should promote more '.involvcme.n-t;,:;,,·_::_,_:;
and interaction.)
,·:;:.~:-··: .....·~·::;:.~.:._:: . :_,~ :J:.:·>~.~,~:)t-. ·~~~~.r·;,
4. THE GROUP'S TASK- Your group will be receiving some of·"the queetionnairee;:",··::-:;':· . ::,
you filled out last week. (1 per student) As a· group you.are to.'locik at .··.'.. .'_:.-:·-~:'..:·~'.
·the questionnaires one item at a time. Talli)'": up the nuJnbor of ·times e<1ch,-.': :." ".' ..:,
ending was selected, The recorder will record this. Then· go "back'over·:,(:.:/,c~:':.:-
each statement and try to figure out what each choice reveals ·abouf.'·_.:-·;;.;·:. ;_,·<~-. :~·,-·};·c,
students' values. When you have finished tall\'fill& the results we· ;inii:.::::.> .•\:·:;;<•:::";
meet as a large group. Your recorder ;rill report the· groups' :fillil.ings ·to·:,,:~,{-·;·_...;_;··
the c..lass.
.· .... ·
·
".. - ., >.~-'.:J;>>·:·~·~: :..... . '~;~:.':.~-'.·l/~-..-~;~:::\ . :~.:.;~
5. When the small groups have completed their task then the· g:r'oups '. .. reccil:'dcr::<,«-.·1;;:, .',;;'
will present the findings to the class. You need to recorcl '.the :t'indin'gs ·,_,,..,_....;_:,:·::::·"
on the board ( or have a student rlo it). At the end of the presenta.tions·>:s·
::.,.·
,_ [.,, ...
ycm should have 2 .. list of' the CJ. uestions' numbers and the ni.unbe;I: of 1;he.... <'.;1:;,-!;'-,>:'.';"-:.
most selecterl choices.
·
· . · <; · : .';;:::·: .·:;;:·'.;- ..-: ~.:~~~~ 1 .::-•-.-..:·-"~>f . _
6. By looking at the results of the questionnaires it will· 'liec'orite~.apparent·; . .:::~ . -~ . -;_~"":·:
which values a.re shared by the group and which are uni<.l.'lm· ·tp:_.'<_-~;µ'1-·:)lUll\bel;-~;:"'., ·::):
of sturlen ts wi thln the class.
·
".-. · ;.• :.;: ~-~:~_--._~:,--· :.:.-··,,·:·.-. ·: .::. ,;:~ '.; ~:.".-:~::?.,::~~;::
7, Try to have the class generalize as to why certain endings· were- ·so...·widelj'( '... '.'.'--:.\:
a13reed upon while others were more dj_vided, ·We need to· stress ':the -fa.<;t ·,_./:.;.:.. .-.-.·~. ::
that vaJ.ues are personal and although there are some common to· each of · ·; .· ·";
us we could not e>..--oect to share all of the same values, .. ·· ... :.-:~ :': · . '. 'i' :. S !'8, To make sure that the students understand how ·a choice or decision: :rovdi\Is. _.'':
,
somothing about what is imp~rt:mt to us and so reflects our .. peisona.1 values,:.: .. ." .
select one of' the qucstl.ons and analyze it as a group. Look c.::trefully, at·'. ·; . '
each response and have the students state wha.t the ansWer .tells y_ou 'about-., . '.-.: ·
the person.
,,. r ... L':~.,;:'. ··'h' .- 1:.', • • .::~:;.°';'"• • •
. :··. ;::·~··'·~"''. :·'.~,.:)' . ·.. ~. ~\.:·-::;/:·· ::1"'.
In the next lesson the students will be making some attempt (Lt "evaluating ·. "·'. ';,'.'.' :...
some values in the process of seeing how one's values affect. th\';ir ·4ecisioni/ . :,;;--::;· '.';.';~."
o.nd behavior,
:~<~·:·,-.>;-~: ::~:..~:·;·· .,:.:;,.·~;:·\~>~:.~ _;»:.~:.:.~· ,•.
2,
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•

.
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•
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Please let me know if it takes you one day to get the small groups to,:tally
the results and you need another day to cliscuss the groups' f:l.nd_ings~. · I' will
'o.djust!
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JCirst o:f all, thanks for the comments regarding th paq.11,_:fcw (lessons/· We[ ) J. '() .
are aware that some of you are ready for this lesson this w~ek ·and that othorSJ·~· ; ; «: :.
need more time. llcxt wevk will p1·obably be catch-up and confcrcn,ce .. Urm; •••.•• •I) 'f.,: .. ·::·"';

~:~:~:-=~~~-=~:~-:~~ -~: ~~'~: _::~~--- --- - -------~~------ ----- ----~~/~·~~~7-:~~.~~~:~·~b~f '.j()~'.~~. ;~
We have received.

a

few

c~mrnents

re(;[mling the

Lt:t·riatlvr..~~;

i.o{~ethcr

-~-ea_ccl:>J.12G

of

~aJ.u~s·,: Tt;e-_C?,f(k<J: t'.-~;;o.->

center around nclcctinl-} a.1- \ J~ ~,
1 n val 11l111'. ~.~ l tun.L tot1ti j r1 tl1e rrocti:;:; (yf LL:<:Om Inc, uwn.i.10 9i' our val u~· :. ..·.·.'.· -

lc:_;r.;CJn:> and aci..:i.v j t. 1t:n that we have put

Wo c.:1n't teach vc1.'l11e::;. l')r.-jeuts anJ rntniotcrs can't teach values;. Blll''He noed ... · :_:;:·.·,,
to help students ElJ'OSE the:ir values. We need to provide opportunftfos for stuc!c1i·ts: · .,· ·
to see, to think, and to f'eel what they and others believe, It .is. important th2.t . -.- '
students be aware of the fact tliat our values arc personal.· Some· of our values.:'<: ·
are sh'!red by members in a group while some are uniquely om·s; . · ·ThiG. ·1esson.. ·. · ::. ':·:: · "· .:.
attempts to get students to see how personal values should not 'vfoJ.ate;. -~he··yalµE.:i· .: . ." ·: ·.·
of those around them
:. : '·::· ;; " > · · · · . ··. · .. ,°<:·· ....:,.., ·2
-'~ :.p::~:- ,;~'}:~
:·:~::~.';·~::-: ~· ::~·-·;~"'

>·: .

1 •

OBJECTIVE:

. '·'.. .

' . ;..

'- :·: ',:

STUDENTS WILL BEGOViE AWARE 'mAT 11lEY HAVE THE RIGHT TO.THr<!IR ·own.
·'·
VALUES .BUT THI<; VALUES OF OTllF:KS SHOULD NOT BE VIOLATED IN 1'HE P.ROGESS;: ..
·---- ~ .... - ·--- - ·- .. .. - - .. - . - -- .. - - - ·····-··
---- _.,;.. ;,._.;..:,. .:.:.. ... -··,.------·'·
. . . . - ·' .: ~· ;-·:....." •' ·'.

--- -- -·-- -------

-

-- -

- --

----- -

.~ ~

At the beginnin~; of the per.iod he.vo tlw stuclents recall the prevl.o~s lesson/dis~ussi~n.
Emphasis should· be placed upon the "waremms of "hared values and unique;· p~rsonaI '.:,:
·
valut"S. YOu may want to have a few si".udcnts swnm.ari.ze or gc·neralize:re1 .the·-.,.... ·-~-~··:·;:·
queBtl.onnalre discusslon.
.
·',: '. ;: .~·:-::. ~:~·{:.,
'·
.:-:'.'·
'~ ·
Tell the students that sometime:.; our inclividual values get in ·the."way 0 :f".-of'1 ·i'.r', ·
people's inrlividua.l values. For example (please use this appropriate :example};·~ .:.._,
SPlTl'ING.
·. , _, . ·
.
..: ·ii _.:/(. ·... ·
You may want to draw a horizontal line on the board ( a continuum.). :Yolf ·c~':tcC:.:;(. ·..
tell the student::; that we could put x' s on the line to represent: ;;here: we(',sfand:_.', ,:·:...

·< '.·

on the issue of sp.i.ttine.

F'OH l•:X1\:.ll'LE- SPlT'l'JNG

x
here we have the person
who !lever spits, fa sick
at the thought of it, etc,

~-

:'.,:,: ... :.

· -: ·

:<~"~.!:::';'.'\'.:

·: : x -'
·-· -- ---------

.- -.:-<

.

at this ext:t:eme .we have., ·the:·:·.
constiuit spitter.. He :·spits::.
on or at everyth~ng. LOH~.S _ ·,"
to spit;'
:"· .
....·"-'"' --.. .
' .
: .'

••• ••

J

Quickly have the students tell where they stand on the continuum and .WHY. This·· .._ ,;
should be a physi;"al, clear and vi :>ual representation of the various. attitudes ::t·. :·> .:;;
the ·class ree;ardi.HG "pitt1nts• l'oint out that many of the X's on- the. ·continuum · '. , ",, ".> ..
violate the other f'CCJ.Ltions. Have sLudetrf.s brainstorm other situa.ti6nff similar
to this ••.• where o:ie pel'son 's values v.J.,1lute the others. The students. I!By co:ne :':
,
up with school '!;ehavicJr.s such as swea.r·j ne, drinking, va1idalismJ .etc •.. Erhphasize t'h~
fact ·i.hat we rccot:n·i 7,0· r.ftch i tJ(l.i v 1rJun.l' r; va. lucs but a1so rccoc,ni'Z~ the.,ne(~tls of·(:·. ·

..

'Juo~;l.

In 'Lhc 1·.1·oup.
You rn•Ly w.:i.nt to 11::n Lhe !..iJllLti11g <.•xam11Je JJi ct·l,.:liig. thnnc·
ar·c.·a:J Lha \.:. i1rove Lo Le du Lr 111111JJ La L Lo l.hc· L', r-oup, le. unpleasant, .. <l C~.,t·U<l1 ng, ·.

:..
A

•

·'

·~

ha>mnl ous to your heal th.
· '.: . .'" _.. .- · . ·: /: ·; ·.·
Look
at' Lhc list created by Ll1c hra·Jnstorm and see lf. "t\1di:u1t.:::'.can. find. ->:'-:
a conmion Lh1·cttd wh ic.;h connects Lhc :.;lt.t:at'.luns/hehav1ors zuch aa SCHOOL RULJ~.. · The student::; shottl'1 be able to relate t1ic· ne9d for scl1ool rules, why we have th~;~ ·
and who decides whcct i.he rules are. The students should be made awaro t.hrd: the :,
school rules are created by the crn.ununity and school Jhembcrs/administrato:i.·.s who.
want the school to L0 a place for accei;Lablc social behavior and c~t.l.zenzhiµ.
'We nrP aware that t.hc 8choo+ ls. n,adc up of ni.:.\ny ~turlnnts Hith mar~y different
valuoG. BIJJ' we h;nc cst<'.l•l i•~hcd nL1"'·' t.hat. will protect thonc values which the
ni:1~ior j t.y feels are '~omm011 'lo mo:-;t.
!lave your ul.t.1dent.a rc~1ate tht:- ohj1•ct1vc of' thl::; lesson tO 'the. ds~ue of splt'tJ.ng;

...
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(we"ek of the Great Pumpkin)

Many of you have said that you need more time for conferencinr, and for planni.ng
the. "party" to be held on JlalloweC!n~ Because we are cutting two advi.sory periods to
accomodatc tile Btl1 grade tccting prc>~r;1m, we nrc going to hold off·on out plans for
goal-setting until the first week Jn November. We. are not going to provide a formal
lesson for advisory this week as we would like you to prepare for your Halloween party.
Time will be needed to focus on the app...-opri.ate behaviors during parties.
·
The following is a list of sug~estions •....• things that people have done
in carrying out their advisory parties:

s~ccessful

-cornmi·ttecs were selected for food, activitiP.s, clenn-up;, students ,.,,ere each given

a responsibility in tl1e process of planning and contributing
collected $ from each studen~ and 3 few people or the teacher were responsible
for getting the "goods"
-teacher broug'~1t a cooler -with ice and a r;allon jar for mixing punch- teacher got the
water before the party
-students brou;:;ht foods to the room b<efore school on th<> day of the party so that they
wouldn 1 t ha-..le to go to their lockers and v;3ste party time

-te~cher

-students decided that they liked cu;;cakes better than cak.es because by their very nature
11
they wer~ easy to manage-:-- no cuttir.g, etc. - .2.nd e\1eryone gets the saf!1e arn<?unt"
-the nonperishable items suc.h as napk1.11co, paper plates (if necessary), forks, cups, etc.
were brou3ht. a fe't·l days ahead of ths p;:rty sc the c12ss knew if they were lacking
before it ~as too late.
-a puncl1 U!ixing coatainer was donat2d for the! yet:r nnd '"as al\..~ays in t11e room
-student contributions w~ere discu.~sr. . d '.t.'i t!1 p;:1;_~f.':nt.:: before the due date so that a
11
NO, I'm not zoing to go out rrnd 1.:..;.y ~-~~ ~-:=2.c1'.s of t·..;:!.nkies. 11 response coulclbe dealt v1ith

before the t1Jinkie-lovers rebel.led.
-bubble-gum-blo\,•ing contests (v7ith apnropriatc St~:r. '.Jars music playing j_11 ·the baclcground)
was a great activity because it gave 3tud9.r:ts sometl1ing to do besides eat
-expectations of stude:-tt behavior ';'r:"'~G :.:·;: J.~ c.d :":.~t -~~~ ;:i.dvnnce so th;:t students kne.w
what to do and L:ow to do it \..'hen L hr=·: d ;:_ tc.no{:'.1 ;.: 010 party.

CHECKL IS~'

-------------·---napkin<-">, plates, fork.z,
in lC'O~'l

"(::t1. ~

( 1 ~n-~ p-:.,.1.~::i~1lJ).c

i.n rcor1 befnrchand

con t.1 ilH'r

the. bch~tviors that I ,,•:int ;·:~".d
clC'nrlv ~t:lted ,'lnd un1!e1·;.tn"t1

iten:s) brought early and stored

r:ei~d

rr·oi:1 tl1e inc1nher8 of

the advisory have been

fno<l .ft.ems brought beforP <;clino.l .,n< 1. st0r(?'<l in my room so kids won't need to
-.------~·---·-go to their lockers
th.1111:.you no·tcs ·have h£)~!n \'t·.it.tPn - \.·l;1~n one or tt-.ro parents c:ontrihutc
<i~al o[ the 11 p.(l(l• 1! ~; H

-.------~! /,real
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Many of you have said thnt you nc•cd mor<· time for confcrencinr, and 'or p!.anning
the "party" to be held on llallowc'c'n.
nec;iuse we are cutting two advisory periods to
accomodate the 8th grade testing propiam, ..,,, nre goin~~ to hold off on our plans for
goal-setting until the fJrst week i.n November.
We are not p,oing to provtde a formal
lesson for advl.sory this week as wc would i ike vou to prepare for your lhlloween partv.
Time will he needed to focus on the appro1·1·i.ate behnvlors during part~es.
The following is a list of surcP.''"tin11>;, .•••• t.hinr,s rhat people have dc-ne successf
in carrying out tl1eir advisory partl~s:
-committees were selected for food) n~: iv:;. !1.'s. clean-up; 1;tudPnts \.Jere ~ac.:h 1iven
a responsibility in the pro.:e.sn of pJ.,nr···1·,· <lt>d ~antriht•tinp,
-teacher Collected $ from e:H.:h ;~tud~•,-,f ;Ii·.',
f '
;,Jpl<~ OT tlH~ t!!<-1.~iif'r "W(!l (' rcspont,lhle
for getting the "~oods"
-teachet" brourht n c:oo.ler ;Jith i.·t•. ·-i:-:i <> f' ·: .•. • 1.r fut' Tnixing pu11eh-· tr·11:iH·r g, ..\t t}e
water before the parr:y
-students brought foods r.o th~ rc.~n~i i_'.·; • !'d
. .:. · · l 1n t.ln..~ <l~v :.f t 111.!' par! · ,~\,j,J1ac.-- thev
wouldn't have to go to their lo.:l,~r·· ;·t.J
,:;~.· p;Jr:y t!:;it.·
-stti.iients cleC-.idt:'d t.hi!t thP\. 1 ike,~ ·.··;
".t • ;.•
•:hnn 1~::ken h~r:anse. hy h~ i1· vt?r·, natu
they were easy to mana,r,e- :1~ c1.t!. :_ ir.~
ir·rl
i.~VPrynne >'.~ts the Rarn,. :11nou11t"
1
-the non.perishable 1tt.'D1::-· s .i~:li :1.~; .11:.f'!
.•• ~'J·J.;.t:.r i·.l.trr~: (if nE"t'Csr;ary)~ f ,r: .. ;;, -.::ups, etc
\.Jere br~1ught a fe•v..r r_i.1_vs· :?.hr ;Jd 11:
t:l 1 1 l:•FS ·ir;ne,; if rhe:.• \J•• !~ l,.1r:kf1-i~"';
before lt wns t~>0 1.ntt·
-a punch mixing r.ontain~i \..ta:; d>"ln~-.~. ,. : 1. ·
'~{:.': :~1i:.I ,,.. .,~ rilt-:avs ln th<~ rnc•m
-student contributinns \.iel~f' ri!.r.-r-1·;·.'-~·.
h
"':··ut.-; l·"..ft·t~· thf' duP dar.:-· s·
il1,"!i: <1
11
NO, l 'm not goi.np, to p,n <.01l1 nr.~: , .
before the t\v_inki.e-·lovcrs t•'.hci l ......·).
,. __ , \-J;1rs mur.;·~~ pl<1•1i11v 11· ! ,1p b.'.1ckp_r(lun·
--bubble-gum--Llr.n...-ing cO;.!l.est.s (\.- 1 _1;
t•"'•
;· i
\ .''
.;l·;p,:l.hi11p l.n t1o f.0~::,::l('.c; ;~<-'
\..~as a g-rcat. act.i.vl ty bc1·,-ttJ~:i• ! ~
.. . :
• ·-i
.n.:-.i·1n(~f> ~iO r. h;~t n-~ ~ d" 1t;. ~·ne,.;
-expc~tatjons o.f studr•at i·eh,1vj d
·' l
·'·

f
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1
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whnt tn d•1 ."lnd i·ow to .ft,
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:::~,:. i·

cm:cn. rs·.'.'
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For the next few weekn we will be: '.,Jnrk1·i~. ,,n gnal-fie.ttinp,.
Because m:-iny of you are
still in nec.d of more time for conferenc lng ,111d b•:!Chll!;e we are havinr, an a~~·scmbly on
Wednesday, we will provide only one lesson.
(At lhis point you are well 11~·.1re of the fact
r•.:hat one lesson does not alway:> mean one <lay!)
We will attempt to derdgn lessons >Jhich 1 elld. the students through the process of
.- identifying their person.~] ncceds
establishing gnals r••latlve lu their n~eds
determining if their go~lc
realistic or unrealistic
creating a plan for atta1'11tnr the goal. (wh.1t do they need to do, how are
they going to do it, who will t.h"Y need to help them, how will they monitor
their progress and how will tbc·y kno11 l.f they have reached their goals)

••e

r·'fhe·'s.tudents will be setting short term goals for the purpose of practice and reinforcement
\before moving on to the estahl ishment of pL:a~ for long range goals.
································~··~··········~············································

The students _will ~~EJ.n to _d_i s t~~!l:U..:I..sli__l:"-:::<c~r._n. t_e_aJ }_sU__c __n_n_<l __ :u._n_1_:<:~ l_1=_st}_c_ .JJ(l.a_~_E.·
DAY 1. - Before the students art·ivf! \.'Tite the f..:_:.JJ.-:.\· .ir::(.Ort th~ t:h:ilkhoar·d:
1

A PERSON WITHOlIT GOALS IS Ll KE A TRA\'El.1:'.;' 1./ITHOU'; A DESTINATION.
Have students guess/i;uggest-the -,;,eaninp, -;;f·-;:·,-,,, ·-~-,.;;~r,,,·r·i-son:·--·Tell-t-he--students that in the
·next .few weeks they wi.11 be ·set.ting 1'ome r,oa i ·. ..
\,·o;Pn they rcac:h their p,cal.s they will
have arrived at their destinnt l~HlS.
?n:.:·~ ·, 1.:·, :..··.-re· y; ~t l-lant t:o ·r-o or ....,hat you v1ant is very
. impo:.·tant.
It is also very i.u1port.3.!it to :<nu\., i1.:~·:" VOi.!. ;!re goJ.ng to get there.. Before you
ma;i::..e. plans you need to determi!ie ,._,herht•.r Pr ti., :;:t.HJt· :.n<'!l or dest_:fnation js real is tic.
Th£
.is no use in planning for something rhnt !:'"! •.i;~; -:. .!\: <~f rc;1c1\!
1\~·Jay \..'C will ·he looking at.
a 1 few goals and we l-. ill determine whetbe1 or ·:.1t t:li~y a.re r(.'.'3lit:>tjc.
1

.

1

\

A REALISTIC C.OAL is .•••••

(yoH ""':' •.;;mt tc• ..;rite this on the board)

l, c.J.ear- you know exactly 'Wh<'t you "'""'-··
2 .• definite- it has a ti:nc limit.
3. possible- you can achieve it \..'it!, wbt you k'1ow now or with what you can easily l<
I

Be ready to tell t~1e group whether or not this goal is realistic
to.this situation.
group
t.fJI'{ you ;".c:e.t that tl"1if: goal is realist_ic or unrealistic.
Also, be ready to tell the
Liste~

Last summer, Mark's best frie11d,. DavP., r11oved to a farm 200 miles away .. When he muved,
Dave invited Hark to visit the farm for ·' i:F»:l 11 th" followi.ng nurt1mer. 11.;;rk' s parents gave
him permissio11 to gos but told him tl'iey ~n 1!<: n·'t nffor-d t-!'l pny bis expenses.
Hark \Jas
determined to make thP trip.
Ile figured uut tk,r. he .·oulcJ need 200.00.
So Hark set a goal
of earning 200.00 by next summer.
J.SK THE CLASS- Is Mark's goal realisttc or unrcalistic1

WlIT?
- How might Hark achievt~ hi~ ~:..'d. l?
(keep reading)
• , ••• Let's see if J-!.ark acJd.-:vcd his gaal. Hark made a list of all the jo\
he 1.1ould be >Jilling to do, •'.nd the chargi! per hour for each.
Then be gave the list to the
familieo in his neighborhood.
Slowly, he ba;:.~.1 getti1tg calls for his services.
In a few
months, he had a number of stPady jobs tlmt ).,·;it him hllsy and added to his •mvings.
By
April, Hark had·rcnched his go<'l of 200.lJO h"I. It<! cid'l't stop there.
Ile decided he could t
the extra money to buy some new jeans and ohlrt-,; for the trip. Hark had a ?,rent idea~ Why
not.continue doing odd jobr. ,,fte.: his.vi~it >-lr.i n:ivc, nnd durinp, the cominp, r;chonl year?
llc 1 d be nble to buy nny n<'u cJutl)c'!> .he nl:ed,.,-· fur c.-·l,~H•l flnd could k'•cp hitnF>el f in pocket
rn~ney. ·His parentR would Hpprc(·iatt'. th.•,t t. lu :.11•.~1.,.
1-~;irk fold nll his (~roploycrs he was
going on a trip during ./u!v, hut r;al•l \11· 1..-r. ·' • .... \ "'":d<I .-:ill 1dm :ii•.ain in Aup,u5t.

•

.n 012 page 2
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(,,,t

Why did Mark work so hard to achieve his goal?
llow do you think Hark feels about achieving his goal?
.

this point the students should have a pretty good idea as to what. is meant b:: the
term realistic goal. The above 2 questions sl1ould focus some attention on the facts tha~
1. I{ you really· VALUE the goal you will be more inclined to reach it.
2. People who set realistic-goals and achieve them ~eei confident and successful.

In closing, and preparing for the. next.step, have the students consider goals tl1at they
have set for themselves in the past and accomplished. Tell the class that Mark's !(oal
was a long range goal. Jle worked for months in the process of attaining it. Ask ti em
to think of a short term goal that they could set for themselves ie. keeping their ·:oom
clean for a week, never being late for Math next week, walking their dogs everyday for
a week: •.••• etc.
Ask them to have a sh?rt term goal in their heads when they retu ·n for
the next lesson day.
If there is time, you may want to review realistic goals and the 3 qualities
before.

' '
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of 11/6/80 we are .gettinc reports that some of you are 2·-3 lessons behind.
you have lost your 1esson day because of the testing, the assembly, the· holiday,
special advisory day. Next week we will be checking with you to determine where
in this goal-setting business!

. As
Many of
and the
you are

This lesson wiJ.l focus on setting a short term goal. Students need to go thro~,h th<
critical steps·of goal-setting. Setting a short term goal will allow for instruction,
practlce, and re:i.rrforceme'!t before setting long range goals.
Before startlng this lesson your students should have the following information:
A realistic goal is clear, definite, and possible.
People who set realistic goals and achieve them feel confident and successful,

1,
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At the end of the last lesson you asked your students to prepare some· ideas and
stig.gestions as to the types of short term goals they could set. Have your class brainstc1
these typical short term goals. In the process of listini; them you may provide some dtre<
for the students who have no ideas regarding short term goals. Possible sUE,gestions
could include1
-going a week without a "zap" or detention in school
-keeping a bedroom "clean"
-remembering lunch money everyday
-being on time for every class for 3 straight days
-exercising a pet everyday for a week
The possibilities for setting a short term goal are endless. Students may set goals to
res0lve problems, show improvement, or reach an objective. Have students set a 5-7 day
lhJ.t on these goals. If a student has a particular problem and you feel 3-_5 days would
an appropriate time to work on it- feel free to be flexible!
BEFORE you have students complete (or begin) the goal-setting worksheet remind them to
consider the following questions.
1. Do J value the outcome or attainment of this personal goal? ie. Is it
important to me to keep my room "clean" for a week?
(STUDENTS NEED TO REALIZE THAT IF THEY VALUE THE OUI'COME THEY WILL MORE
LIKELY ACHIEVE THE GOAL. )
2, Is the goal realistic?
-clear
-definite
-possible
A "YES" TO #1 IS NOT NECESSARY BUT IT INCREASES THE CHANCE OF SUCCESS.
A "YES" TO f/2 IS NECESSARY! !
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HAND A GOAL-SEITING WORKSHEET TO EACH STUDENT
If time permits- fill out a worksheet with a goal of your own.
the students through the worksheet.
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Use your model in guiding

If ;)OU are out of time you may want to fl<l.it until the next session to work on the hand-ouIn 3.ny case ••••••• 1. The student should write his/her goal on the work>heet. You can che'
to see that the student has determined whether or not it is realisti,
2, Time should be allowed for the student to work independently in the
completion of the "plan".
3, You may want to have r;tudents. pair-up to check their planf.; and to of.
eachother suggestions. A friend from the advisory could lie one pc?rs'
'Hho checks/reminds the student of his/her goal,

(
MY ;;oAL is REALISTIC-

----·---It

is clear. I lmow exactly what I want.

-------It is definite.
It is possible.
-------know
now or with
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PLAN ••• PLAN ••• PLAN ••• PLAN ••• PLAN ••• PLAN., .PLAN .•• PLAN ••• PLAN, •• PLAN,,, PLAN .•• PLAN .•. PLAN.

1.

What must I do to achieve this goal? _______________________

2.

How will I do it?

J.

Who can I get to help me?________:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

How will I check to see i f I am working toward my goal?_______________

-----------------------------~

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.ADVIJOR'S SIGNATURE

----------------~

Thanks for your input last Friday, 'Ten of you are on schedule and are ready to move on,
Five of you need time to catch up and twelve of you have alternative activiti_es that you
would like· to do. We seem to have gotton off schedule because of the assemblies, holida:i
and complexity (!G//$?) of the lessons. It is important that we get back together, Bocat
most people need some breathing space we will not hit you 11ith another lesson this week.
The following are suggestions or alternatives for this week.

1.

~

If you are all caught up with the lessons related to goal-setting you may want to t<lli
some time to reinforce the process of settin8 goals. Now that your students have
attained (?) their short term goals they can review what they did which enabled them
to reach their goals, Being successful and knowing what you did to become successful
increases the chance that the process will repeat itself.

2,

Some teachers have stated that the _students need study time in this last week of the
. trimester. Study hall time?

3,

Many students have assignments that they need to make up before the trimester ends.
Last year I found that my students were "afraid" to ask their teachers for the as:;ign
that they missed. We talked about appropriate response styles- "nice" ways of asking
your teacher what you could do to wrap things up before the grading period ends. Som
.students made little notes wnich they gave to their teachers after class requesting
,a list of missed assignments that could be completed. ie,
Jim Davison
English- Ms. Smith
Assignments missed-

.4 .. Have your students write some positive reinforcement notes to their teachers. This
worked really well. It gets the students to focus on the positiv0 side of teachers.
If a student has a teacher for a 1 trimester class it is valuable for them to think
of those things they liked about the teacher and to communicate th.eir feelings before
the end of the trimester. Let the kids have some of your "happy-grams" to fill out
or let them make their own. This activity was well received by the recipient:; of the
"happy-grams". Sometimes we are surprised at who likes what and what they like!

-

6.

Hwnan Bingo- Players are given sheets of paper divided into twenty squares. Each pla:
mvst get a signature of someone present in each square. Names are written and pl.:i.ced
i.J.i. a hat. The leader draws these names one at a time, When a player's name. is callee
he stands and turns around slowly, Every player with the name on his sheet checks it,
When a player completes four checks in a row, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally,
he yells "BINGO".
DEI'EC'l'IVES- 2 or 3 people go out oi the room. The people remaining in the room seleci
some object as the object they want the detectives to locate. This object can be anyi
in sight. The detectives come back and begin quizzing the individuals in the room.
It is not allowable to ask a player i f he has the object on his person, thotl(',h a detec
may ask so.mcone else i f a certain player has the object. The detectives are allowed c
J questions each ••• by clever questioning they will soon discover the object.
'I11an.ks to Joan and Lynn for 5&6!

_ '):'he week of December 15th has· be on set aside- for con:ference:>. Hopefully, ycit wUl
have timo to meet with each ::rturlent durin1>; this four day period. ·Friday, December 19Lh;
will be "party time" and the advisory will be extundcd to lO:JO.

························································································

••••..

'£he following lesson is a plan for incorporating the· establishment of a long ranc;e goal
the conference procedure. Accompanying this page you should have a roster for making an
optional transparency and enough long range goal-setting 1-1ork<>heets for your advisory.
During the first trimester each student was to set and accomplish a short term goal,
The process for setting a long range g·oal will be the same. Becaus8 so much time has elapsE
it is important to review this process with the students.
c11

MONDAY-

Group instruction/review, establishing procedures for the week's conferences

)~~ YOUR STUDENTS- You have completed one trimester and have received your grades for
that trimester. Your report card reflected not only your academic skills and achievements
but also your efforts and behavior. During this week I will be meeting with each of you
individually to discuss your successes and 11eaknesses at school. You will be In2.king a plan
for setting a long range goal. This goal must have something to do with school, It may be
that you want to want to get a "C" or a "B"in a class in which you earned a "D" dll:'.'ing the
first trimester. J>l.aybe you are getting decent grades but you would like to improve your
- behavior so that you get positive comments on your next report card.
You will be iden-b1'y
an area in which you want to improve, You will also be writing a long range goal. A long
range goal is a goal which .takes a long period of time to achieve, You will have all of th
second trimester to work toward reaching this goal.·
Before I have a conference with you I would like you to have reviewed ycur performance
at school during the firs~ trimest.er. Let's go through the process of decicling which area
needs work and how we write a realistic goal to improve that situation, This will give you
some practice before you do you:r: o•m goal-setting.

IF YOU DECIDE TO MAKE AN OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY FROM THE ATTACHED MASTER, Pill IT ON THE OVER
HEAD AT THIS POINT.
Suppose this is your report card from the ·first trimester, Let's look it over and see
if there are grades or behaviors which could be improved, (The students should note the D i
_Reading and the negative comments in reading. The "missed assignments •.• " comment in muth
and the "capable of better work" conrn1ent in P. E. probably relatecl to academj.c achievement.
The "lisruptive behavior" comment in science should be identified as a non academic are"' ir
whic'1 to improve.) IT IS :::!·lPORTANT TO HENTION Tl-U1T THE STUDENT MAY F'}.;EL THAT A "C" GRAJ;E
IN SCIElWE OR MATH IS AS HIGH A GRADE AS POSSIBLE ie. THE STUDENT HAS ALREADY PUT A LOT OJ!'
EFFORT AND TIME INTO THOSE CLASSES AND FEELS THAT HE JUST DOES'NT HAVE IT WHEN IT COViES TO
THOSE SUBJECTS. REHEHBER- A RZALISTIC GOAL IS ONE THAT IS POSSIBLE.
*****After identifying an area for improvement, have someone write a goaj..for the examp1e.
ie. I will make up all missed assignments in math during this trimester.
I will bring my reading book, pencil, and notebook to reading each day of this trimes1
I will not be disruptive in science. I will not get my name on the board in that cla'
*****Have the students analyze the goal which has bee11 proposed. Ask the following ques·:i<
l, Is it clear? Make sure that they know the dif.ference,
I will do better jn scie1
is not a clear goal. What does bet te:r: mean? How will you know i.f you have clone ·
I will brinr; my re.idine; boo~encil, ancl notebook to class each cl~
a clear goal, It is speci:fic. It is easy to understand what you must do,
2.

Is it definite? IT MUST HAVE A TINE LIMIT. EACH GOAL MUST REFLECT ITS :LONG MNG
NATURE- IT MUST BE REACHED AT THE END m' THE SECOND TRIMESTER. IT MU::.iT BE WOHKED
DURING THE ENTIRE 3ECOND TRIMESTER.

J,

Is it possible? AGft.Ill, mention that it must be within the student's capnbil_ities
It p1·ol>::tbly woulcl not be possilile for the student who 1s wo.r:kinr; lik\' mad to gut
11
C" in mu. t.11 to net a r,oal to get an 11 A11 •

page .:;
After you have reviewed the process of identifying needs and setting goals,,,,, .•.••... , ••.. ,,,
Tell your students that you will be e;iving them gonl-setting worksheets, You would like them
to consider their report card::mnd go through the process of identifying an area for improvemenWhen you call each student up for a conference you would like them to have their worksheets
•1 the top part completed.
During the conferences- you can review the student's report card and .see if the goal that
has been written is consistent with your. evaluation of academic and behavioral performance,
After approving the goal take some time to help the student work on the plan for reaching
the goal. Make sure that both of you sign the worksheet, You will be checking/monitoring
the st~dent's progress throughout the trimester. Spaces have been provided for reviewing
the gc·.3.1 every other week during the second trimester,
It would be nice if the students
kept the worksheets and brought them on the designated "check day",, .•.. Bur ... something
tells me that the advisory teacher should keep them in a folder for reference every other
week, Because each student will have a lot of free time while others are being conferenced,
it might be valuable to have each student·write their goal and plan inside their Pee Chee ,
notebook, or whatever, This would reinforce the student's knowledge of the plan and would
provide him/her with a personal copy of it.
.
·
.

·····························································································

N· 0 T E ! ! !

This lesson looks long and complicated, I hope that after you have read it over and
thought about how you will present it, it will not seem quite so ominous,
If you need clarification, help, or suggestions please feel free to ask!

•
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Joe Schmoe
Period 1 .•..•. English

(

Gracle 7

B-

Student is mnking satisfactory 1;rbgress.
All work has been completed

D

Fails to bri:1g materials to class
Low grade due to lo" test scores

B

Positive contributions to class discussions
Works well in t,rroup situations

c

Student is inaking satisfactory
Capable of better work

Period 5 • • ' ••• Science

c

Great improvement is noted
Disruptive behavior affects student's learni.ng

Period 6 t

c

Student has completed student learning ol:je;tivE
Missed assignments were not made up

Period 2 •••.•

t

Reading

Period 3.•••.• Social Studies
Period 4.

t

I

I

t

I

•••••

P,E.

Math

p~o~ress

1.

What grades or comments regarding behavior could be improved?

2.

What goal could I set to improve this by the end of the second trimest::;r?

3,

Is my goal realistic?
·-Is it clear?
- Is it definite?

(Does it have a time limit?)

- Is it possible?

Can I achieve it. with what I know now or with what I can easily lear;.'

10.' GO.t,J,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------- ---·------- ---

.

---------- -------------- ---·-· ·---------------------MY GOAL IS REALISTIC-

It is clear.

I ·k:1ow exa.ctly wha.t I wan·.:..

It.is definite,

It has a time limit.

It is i:•ossible, I can achieve it wit.I: 1-:'iat I .knoi;
o:r with ·r::--~at I cc..n ee:.sily lec.!"D .
•

•
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How rlill .,.. ci.o it?

3,

iino can I get to help r.e?

I

0

0

I

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Feb. 9 (:Jo Frc;:re:ss F.c}:Li:.cts .cei"lect
·--------the student's ef1... orts to c..1~·~.2irl the goal?)

i7:ester?)

"b

Next wt:cY. we will be proviuinf you with our plans for the riext unit on pro·::lem-

sol vine: and decision .making..

That unit will begin on ,Janu;:;.yy 19th.

bec2 c:::;c we rieed
more time to finalize OU!' !Jlans and because we are still gett~11g YC:JJorts that n,a.1y oi'
you have students who have not yet completed the goal setUng worksheet, we will use
next week (Jan. 12) as a. "trc.nsition period 11

•

Of primary concern seerc:s to be the process of monitoring the students' attainment
of the long raI}ge goals. !iee.listically it would be impossible (?) to know if the
students in your advisory are working on their long range r;oals, given the c.mount of
tirrie you h2.ve with tberr. and the nu.:iber of them. By ,taking a minimwn amowit of' tim.e
each week you can re:n1ind the student of the t,:oal he/she hc.s set. !•iaintaining the fr;cus
is what we iilean by moDi"L.oring. Ferhaps you would lL'k.e to t:i;:le when your students c..re
playir1g e:ar::es or studying to ask t!Jem about their goal. They ;ie:ed to know that you cc.Ye
w he-t.ber or not they are wo:rY.ing toward it. Your inte1~est in checking rnight rr10tivat.e
therr.. f..f'ter the Pupil Progress Reports are hc..r1Ced out you may get JT;ore con.crete ir..i:...or:ria-

tion rer;c.yding their goals.
Ey the way- in visiting some of the c.dvisories it has been great to see the co.'iferer,c:
process at work.

Below are some suggestions for next week.
1.

The ?:-ince o: ?aris

I:i.aye:-s s~:: ir. ::-vws o: ciesY_s c:- ir1 a circle; t.:1ey r;:z:.":.ie:r c-::
teache::: or· ;ierso!". wno is "it" says, "The ?:.:.-ince o:f' Faris :!.ost his

c:.~:£e2t.:-:-:..-..·s~y.

!"J.S.-:

2..!";C.

·r.•:-,cse tc

'I':-.e·cl2...:1H::

"
l ' o.1.
of'
•
.1. #''J?ll
J.J'"'.- says,
11"~"
• ? • ?I' •
..r
•·
-I
•
'''"J -...
· o
ior
a_.L
1..na\,,.::.
. • 11.c..j
~~no s:::..r. l
sir.
.ce.!.0re
t.nc
. . e::..c:-ie:r
s.::.ys, 11 gc...
the 1-oot Eir ..
#23 g~~ler. arjc-t~ie:?: :;uir:be:r, r1ho must :r·eply, ''~·:ho .si::=:-? I s::..r?" ·::.iefore the
teacher says, ":fr.__
to t::e foot sir," If' the teacher ·oeats #
t:,c:.. pe~son
r.:ust go to the end. c..nC. c.ss·._E;,e the last nwnber. All players niOVE: up one n·...u-.:.e~.
11

0.bject- To get the #1 }•ositior, and stay there.
Cornplinien-ts
C1rJe player
comes be.ck into
corr:J:·liment tf1ey
If there are no
-t.ne roorr;.

leaves the roorr1. LeEt.d.ey pici:s J people to WYite do}m corr1plirr1ents.
the room and co10.pl::..r:en.ts c.re read. ?layer !:'.ust iC.er.t:Lfy pe~s·jrls w.i-:h th~:
wrote. If he is co::-rect tbose peo;.:le t=.ke their t.u=n at l<:;c..vine; tne roorr..
correct guesses, the person that le:ft the room rr,ay pick ?Or:.eor:e t.o leave

J.

?:'...!·e
'I'f.e pc-::·sor; irJ the centre o:f a ring of players :po~r:ts !:is f:..rit:€r c::..t o;i-= :i:· -,,,he pl;;:.yers
c..no. shouts, ":::.c..rth", "1-.i:r", ""iater11 , or "Fire: 11 c::..nC.. cou!1ts to lC:.
Tne ;·i;;::·son to whom he po:.nts rr.ust answe::- a.:p;-,ror-•rictely l.e:;'."'c!·e the pe:.·2::•:. ir: .t.. he

ce:nte::: ca:-. co-..mt t.C. 10.
If '.::'.c..:rth is called, he TI:ust narr1e some quaci:::.·Jped (ho:::·se, cow, ciog, etc.)
If r:ater is called, (-...-he.le, shs.:'.-Y~, ;.,£:.rch, etc.).
If J..i:: is called, c..r.y ·c:...-:-d. o:: :fly:..r.f. :r~sect co'..llC. cs l'i.S;:,eC..
If F.:..:r.·e is callee., t!1e .:=·~:'.!ye~· ::.us"t. :r·r::r:,e::'.:..r: s:.lt::1t.
O"'..:ject- 'Io get out of tile cer.:.er of tbE::: ci:::·cle.

·.LC:lH.J..llU~L

I\

LlldL

111..u~1c:-.::::..

J.t.:jJUl L::>

WJ....l..J.

)~U

UUI.. .Vd11Llc1L_Y

LVL.llo

l.IUL.J.llh

\..II\";

W~1;;;1'.

UJ.

Lill.::

26th time should be given to matching pupil progress with the goal setting. As imnortnnt
as identifying those \lho are not meetinr. their poal.s, we need to positivelv reinforce
those who are. ARain, this conferencing is not meant to involve a lot of discussion with
each child. Your goal should be to re~ind the student of his/her roal.
We will be supplying vou with lessons pertaining to conflict and problem-solving.
ease try to maintain the schedule. It is easier if we are all going at the same rate •

. .... . . .. .. .. . •......................................................................... .

We are beginning a unit· on problem-solving skills. This unit should incornorate the
content to this point: communication styles, values, and goals. This week's lesson deals
simply with the identification and labeling of CONFLICT ie. what is a problem or a conflict?
This lesson requires teacher input. Other lessons in this unit will make use of audio
and yideo tapes, panel discussions and simulations all dealing with the nrocess of decisionmaking/problem-solving.
UNIT OBJECTIVES:-The students will become more comfortable sharing their ideas with others
while brainstorming various solutions to problems.
-The students will become more skillful at identifving possible.courses of
action and probable conoequences in the resolution of conflicts.
-The students will adapt their feelings to the give and take of discussions
~f complex ethical and moral issues.
-The students will improve their abilitv to r1'late snecific 0utcomes to
possible causes.
·
-The students will improve their abilities to determine nossihle courses
of ac~ion and the probable effects of each and will realize that most conflicts with
others have rational solutions .
. -The students will begin to consider the best solutions to be both
personally satifying and soiially acceptable.
(WE WILL ADD TO THIS LIST)
~

..... ................................................................................. .
~

January 19th- Given.a situation which involves conflict, the student will be able to identify the conflict and will be able to tell what a conflict is.
Give your students this situation- It is a Thursdav night and vou get a call from vour
frienu inviting you to a skating party that night. You realize that vou have a test the
next day and vou haven't studied for it, You decide to go to the skating nartv. The
next day you are offered a cheat sheet by another friend.
-----This may be similar to a situation vou have experienced. What seems to be the
problem? (I .,anted to go co the skating partv to be with my friends. and I 1-:anted to
get a good grade on the test.)
(Another problem toight he the fact that I don't know
\.•hether to cheat or not.)
-----This situation would involves a conflict. A conflict is a problem. The nrohlem
can be a disagreement with another person or ·a struggle within vourself. 1'~1en vou want
two different things at the same time you are experiencing a conflict. It is kind of
~ike t·1e expression~ . . • have your cake and eat it, too,'"
Conflicts nre frustratine
because you have to make a decision. You have choices a~d each choice produces a different
outcome. In the next few weeks we will be talking about conflicts. We will look at
different problems and learn ways to arrive at the best solutions.

~·

-IN THIS LESSON, we simply want you to introduce the tonic. At the end of this short
discussion you will need to check to see if the kids understnnd 1''hat a conflict is. 0ne
"'ay of doing this would be to hnve the students p.ener.ate some situations and have vour
class identify the problems :issociated with the situations. Emphasize the fact that a
conflict involves choices, fcelinr.s, outcomes and fnistrations. Next week we will begin
th~ nrocess of working throunh problems to the. sol~tion state.

·9'8
February 9, 1981
To:
From:
Re:

Cascade Staff
Gene Balint
Valentine Parties in advisory, February 13, 1981

1.

Advisories are extended 10 minutes -- 10:00-10:30
Third period begins at 10:35.

2.

Garbage containers will be given to each advisory teacher for food disposal.

3.

No parties are authorized for regular classrooms
in advisories.

· 4·,
5.

parties should be held

Home Ee. and art instructors and kitchen people are not to be bothered for
party supplies.
A list of suggestions, previously published by Bruce and Chuck, is worth
considering agai11 in your planning.

-connnittee.s were selected for food, activit:ies, clean-up; students we:re each given

a responsibility in the process of planning and contributing.
-teacher collected $ from each student and a fev.~ people or the teacher \~·ere responsihle:
ior gertin£ the: 11 goods 11 •
-te8cher brought a cooler with ice and a gallon jar ior miXing punch -- teacher got th~

"'ater before the party.
-students brought foods to the room before school on the day of the party so that they
wouldn 1 t have to go to their· lockers and v:aste party time.

-students

de~ided

that they liked cupcakes better than cakes because by their very na,ur<

they ~ere easy to manage -- no cutting, etc., and ii everyone gets the sc::.ine amount. 11
-the nonperishable items such as napkins, paper plates (if necessary), forks, .cups, etc.
were brought a fe...,,, days ahead of the party so th~ Class knew if they \..•ere lacking

before it was too late.
-a punch mixing container was donated for the year and was al ..... ays in th~ room.
~student contributions were discussed with parents before the dye date so that a
11
NO, I'm not going to go out and huy 22 ?ct.: ks of t\·.'in,kies," response could be dealt \..'i ti
before the twink.ie-love=rs rehelle<l.
-bubble-gum-blowing contests (i...•ith a~ .. prc·pria.te Star Wars music playing in Lht: backgruur1d:·
\..'as a great activity because it gavi;;: stu<li=nts something to do besides eat.
-expectations of student behavior were spelleP, out in advance so that students knew

what to do and how to do it when they attended the party.

---

napkins, plates, forks, etc. (non-perishable items) br0ught early and stored
in room

--- container

for mixing punch -- if necessary

in room lleforehand

activities for during party planned
clean-up committee selected, meo1bers know tasks -- wiping desk tops is crucial
the behaviors that I want and need from the members of the advisory have bvcn
clearly stated and understood
food items brought before school and stored in ID¥ room so kids won't need to
go to their lockers
thank you notes have been \..'ritten -- whe::n one or two
deal of the 11 goods 11

•

p~rents

contrihut8 a grl!at

UJ.\'isory Lesson 1120
(week of February ~:. 1981)
PROBLEM-SOLVIN::; .
This we<:k we are c,oinc to pick up where we left off before the· progresc rc)-JOrts were·
dis-;.ributeci and the [.\Oal-c;ettinr; conferences held. If you are i'eeling bogged .down ){ith the
co:.ferencing it is probably because you are being too conscientious ! Please check with
Holway or Woodard for some time-saving tl.ps.
·
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The first lesson in the u.riit on proble1i.-solving focused on the defiriition of a conflict
and the identification of a conflict in a i;iven situation, This lesson will expand upon that
knowledge as we attempt to provide instruction in the process of solving pr 0 blems. Our overal
game plan is to -review what a conflict is
-identify conflicts and· probable resolutions
-predict the consequences of resolutions
-determine probable causes for specific human behavior
-determine rational solutions to conflicts
-identify skills which are helpful in resolving conflicts
-provide practice in resolving conflicts
-appraise realistically our own abilities to get along with others
LESSON- This lesson makes use of an audio tape. A tape recorder with the tape will be delivered to you on the day of your lesson. It will be your responsibility to return
the tape and the recorder to the library as we have only 13 tapes and players and
will rotate them among the three groups of advisories.
TELL YOUR STUDENTS- Today we are going to be li,;teni ng to a tape recording of a conversaU on
sirnilar to one you may have hearC. in you::- loc1'~er a::r:ea. In this conversation you will
hear about a coni'liCt. Who ca:i tell the CTOU'C what the te~rr: cord'lict means? (.!-. :.~:rc:c~t
a disagreement with another persor~ or c. struggle within yourself, when you want :.·~c
different things at the same time, etc .•.• )
Listen carefully to tape, Try to identify what you thin.~ the conflict
is. I will stop the tape to give you an opportunity to share your thoughts, Be
ready to be called upon when I do this.
·
-START THE TJ..PE, ........... STOP THE TAPE H:BN SUSJ..N SAYS,'' I'm not chicken."

-ASK ·THE STUDENTS- Who can identify the conflict in this· situation? (Stacey and .:amie want
Susan to s~ip 3rd period, Susan Coesn 1 t know i:f she wants to skip Jrd, Susan wants
· tc11e r1g
· h~"" v· h ing
·
·uut war. t s ...~r1enQS
· · i:.oo.....
·
AC"-P'f'
"'~"SO''
L "<'"' -~-oN-""S)
t o ao
.......!:i _ ~.!!.....
·'··-.Li.CJ
.-:.!:!..:Jr'
·~r..
Remem·ber We said t'.lat a CO!i..flict usuall v involves Choices? (unanimous YE.A..E)
Does Susan have any ci1oices? Unat a::-:e ~~ie:]_ \She ca:n .skip Jrd. or she can go take
·her test.) (She ca..."'1 be. a chickeL withou~ frienC.s ( ! ! ) or friend to foul(?) (forget tha
,?hen we have choices to make we 1...!S1...Ia.ll v decide unon one to :relieve the n:ressu:re on
us and to ease the conflict. The choice we make to solve the coP.i'lic~ is called
the resolution. What cou::-se of action or I'esolution do vou thir1k Susan will make?
Thin}: of the resolution as the solution to the probleH1. (Students rr1ay t;ive x·easons

fo:r their choice.)

-.

.

-STAP.:' THE Th FE- .......... STOP THE TA.PE WHEN Stacey says, "We' 11 go to Carla's house. She

said we could wet ch T. V. and munch-out or. Dori tos."
-TELL THE STUDENTS- Well, r.ow we Jr.now what choice Susa!"! made to RESOLVE or SOLVE her conflict
~ow do you thi11Y. Susan decided? (She thought c.bout wrra~ would happen if she skippe::!
and if she went to class. She apparently li~:eci the id.ea o:f skippine; bei:.ter than
taking the test.) Let• s listen to Susan's thou.o;hts on· whv she made the decision.
-FI~lSH THE TAPE
-ASK THE STUDENTS- Do you think it helps to look at the possible choices and to think about
the results of each chc•ice? W~IY?
-Tell the students-Susan n.<leie--her decision. "She thought of her choices and made her decisior
(She is now servin:; a life sentence in I.S.S. ! ) llrrfortunately, the choice ~.he made
caused other cor,flicts for her, ie·. bad grade, problems at home, but she felt she
solved the problem of beini:; a chicken.

Next week we will be lookinc; at other problems or conflic"ts and we will try to
work on solutic.1 n~; that are l)est for us. The thing to ren1eml)el.~ f'rom t~usan 1 !:. examJile
is to think of the choice,; and the results of each choice before makinL\ a. decision •

•

, .............. .......................
~

/

.... , / /

Because of the Special Advisory last Thursday, group III did not get an opportunity
to teach lesson //20. Tape recorders and tapes will be delivered to those people on
Thursday of this Heek. If you did not get to last week's lesson on Monday; Tuesday, or
Wednesday you may get a recorder from Marina.
This week we have an assembly on Wednesday so the lesson will be supplementary.
It should give students an opporiunity .to-work in small groups and to practice the
skills of identifying conflicts and generating possible courses of action in the
soiution-finding.
Attached are 5-6 copies of 2 different conflicts. It would be advisable to
divide your advisory into 4,5,or 6 groups for this lesson. One student can be the
leader or the person who reads the conflicts to the group. The group's task is to
first identify the conflict(s) and then propose those options or courses of action
available, The small groups could deal Hith conflict A first. The entire class
can then list those options (on the board/orally/etc,), The class can identify
those ·courses of action which Here mentioned by all of the groups. Because the
folloHing lessons will deal with evaluating possible solutions in terms of individual
student needs, you could take t_his opportunity to ask the class what options seem
·oest to them and discuss what makes one option better than another. Get students
to see hoH the problem is identified, causes identified, courses of action considered
ar-d the decision made,

P.S. The special advisory went much better than the first one! The students in the
quad were "generally" Hell· behaved. There were fewer cases of running aroundperhaps 6t months has matured our 6th graders! Your participation and supervision
is greatly appreciated.
·

Tt-;r;;-;;-eck' s· loss on ·will at tempt tb put together the -whole process of problem-solving
for th« stud.ent. Tho students in your advisory have l>con gettinG bits and pieces of
the proce:;s, but up w1til now they have not taken a situation from the point of conflict
to the point of re:;olution. This week is a modeling of the thoughts that go through one's
head when attemptine; to solve a coni'lict.
(~'<e students will be able to •••. identify a coni'lict and its cause.
·
, ••• list the options or courses of actl.on ·thal are available •
•••• predict the consequences that may result from each option •
•••• identify their own values.
,,,,make a decision which reini'orces their personal values.
* The new addition or piece to the process is checking to see that the decision or solution
you select matches your values.
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This activity can be written on the board as the process uni'olds or you can have students
write l.deas clown individually or in groups--whatever best meets the needs of your group.
l.

Have the class generate a few conflicts. List them on the board. Make a decision
as to which conflict seeffi$ best for the example. Have students give the cause(s) of
the conflict.· (If you can't think of a conflict use the following1 You are at at
school and you accidentally break something fairly valuable ($30.-50.00).

2;

Have the class list the options available. For examples I broke a window at school
and the administration found out about it, My conflict is that I have to pay for l.t.
My options are- pay 35, 00. cash out of my own savings or - the school will le.t me work
it off afters.chool, they' 11 pay me 5. 00/hr. and I. will .need to work -7 hours doing
odd jobs.

3,

Have the class predict. the consequences that may result from the ·".options. For example, If I pay the 35. out of my own pocket then I won't be able to go with my
friends to Portland this weekend. I really wanted to go skating on Friday and the
movie on Sunday would probably wipe out the 40. I have saved. If I work for the
school I would be able to do all of those things on the weekend BUT I would be taking
my afternoons. Because I have music lessons and my youth group meetings aft~rschool,
I will have more conflicts as a result of working at school. I need to make a decision which minimizes my conflicts and will solve my original conflict.

4. Have the students identify possible values which go with each choice from #3. For
exauple, I value my weekends and the time I can spend with my friends outside of
school. I value my afterschool activities, I value keeping appointments such as
music lessons, etc, etc,

5, Have the students predict what they think is the best solution/option for the conflict.
Have them attempt to match the decision-with the values they listed. Are they
consistent? Do they match? In other words, if you value your time with your friends
on the weekend then you may do that which doesn't interfere with ;your weekend,
When carrying-out this process in your advisory with the examples that your students
generate ( ·I am sure they will be better/more realistic than ours) make sure you present
it as a thought process. Let your kids see that a solution is more apt to occur i f a
:person thinks of the .options and the consequences and then picks an option which
coincides with their values,

CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT COt<1'LICT CONFLICT CON"LICT CONl'LICT CON"LT.CT

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Jeremy is an average student who isn't especiallv turned on hv sports. Ile does
play the trumpet well and would like to be in the school band next vear. 1101-never,
Jeremy's father was a basketball champion when he was younr,, and he is pressuring
Jeremy to r,o out for the basketball team. Jeremy knows that if he makes the team, he
won't have time for band practice.
SMALL GROUP TASK- 1. What conflict doe.s Jeremy face?
2. What are some of the courses of action he might take?

CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT CONFLICT coNrLICT CON1'LICT

B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B
Meg is 13 and in eighth grade. Although she isn't allowed to date untjl she's 15
she can go with her friends to basketball and football games. Latelv, ~leg h;is gotten
·to know Jay quite well, and he has asked her out several times to go skatinp,. At first
she made excuses and didnt go. But because she was afraid of losinp; his friendship, the
last time Jay asked her,= she accepted. :fog told her mother she was going to the
football game and then met Jav at the rink. She doesn't want to sneak out to see .!fl'-'
but can't decide how to handle this at· home.
SMALL GROUP TASK- 1. What conflict doJes }leg face?
2. What are some o~ the . courses of action she might take?

By this tirne our students should have an understanding of the process of problemsolvinG. Knowing the process and pru.cticinc; H arc h10 dii'fcrent thin(Cs. Lu.st week I
experienced a fairly typical· situation. \/bile visiting a sludent in I.S.S. I had an
opportw1ity to check his perceptions· about the process (and ask him why he was in I. S. S,
after all this talk of coni'licts/colutions etc.)! He was very skilled at identifying his
~oni'lict.
He listed the possible courses of action and the conscg_uences of each. He
.ra.s living and experiencing one of the conseg_uences! After taking me through the "process"
he decided that ·if he had it to do over again he would have "picked another option". Hmnun.
We all !mow that the average kid isn't going to take time to thinlc through the situation
before the fist goes through another person's face. But with practice it would seem like
the less spontaneous conflicts might get resolved! Another problem stems from the fact
that once a choice has been w~de as to a possible course of action •.•. the choice may reflec·
the student's personal values but not the values of those in control. It is fine to
select the course of action which is consistent with your value system but i f it violates
the values of the majority then you must suffer furthur consequences .

...........................................................................................

Please take some time this week to emphasize that which we already covered in the lessons
on values. You may want to give the students some examples of choices that others have
made. For example1 getting in a fight, stealing, cheating, vandalizing, etc.
Have the students list the consequences of the choices and show how the consequence
can create another conflict. For example, i f you decide to fight with someone you may
'get suspended for the rest of the trimester. If you get suspended for the trimester and
fail your classes, you may experience the conflict of not having enough credits at the
end of the year ....... .
Students ·need to see that their decisions often bring unforeseen conflicts.
You may also want to show your kids how some conflicts lend themselves to the problemsolving process and how some occur so rapidly that W1less you are really aware of
your responsibility in making a decision you will act without thinking.

GOAL-SETTING WRAP-UP
We are now into the final stretch. It is probably a good time to make one final check on
the long range goal, If you have examples of successful plans for attaining student
g oals please share them with us so that we can see what works.

•

Audlo VJ~
AdolQ_cent Conf1ict~z 11 sound film strips - AvaJlabla throueh tha
Washin(!ton State library, Guidance AssocJatea, 1973.
Dealinr, with Group Pressure
Seeking Indeper,cienee
Coping with Competition
Coping with Jealousy
Dealinr, with Anper
DevelopiDg Values
Forming "Beliefs
Interpersonal Relationships
Settint; Goals
Shaping Identity
Understandinv. emotions
to Be ••• You and me * Friendship and Cooneratjun, film
available through the Washington State Lib:-ary 14-139
16 mi_n,, Color. P-I. Guidance Associates, 1974.

Et~

Free to Be , • , )'.ou and He * Independe~. film avail11ble through
the Washington State Library 17 luin,, Color, P-I. Guidance
Associates, 1974.
1~ ~ ..... Ser~.
fil1Ustrip series. Color, P-I,
Universal Educatfon and Visual Arts, 100 Universal City Pla:.1a,
Unive!"sity City, California 91608, 1973,
Part I
13061 Let's talk about •••• Responsibility!
18062 Let 1 s talk about •.•• Self Deception!
18063 Let's talk about •.•• Procrast1nationl
18064 Let 1 s talk about •••• Cheating!
18065 Let's talk about , , •• ConununHy Responsib:lli ty !
Part II
18066 Let 1 s talk about ,,. Flying off the Handle1
18067 Let 1 s talk about ... Learnir:f' the Hard Way!
18068 Let's rnlk about ... Truancy~
lfCE:9 Let 1 s talk about ... Disruptlng Things!
J 8070 Let's ta 1k a bout ")::'•· Jt;J !;lf' Mean l
.JnCQl:f'2rateg, Fifteen l~ min. v',-u~e<.if1"&~ dosivned to help
11-JJ year o}ds cope with the problems that arise as a result
of the physical, emotional, and social changes they are· experiencing.
AfAlicy for l m1tructl onal Televi.i;ion, 1975.
Jefferson hast
Trying Times.
What 1 s Wronr: With Jonathan,·
My Fri e11d '?
Who Wins
Diffp.re11t Folks
FamHy Matters

Let's

.fulli
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Th~

Fab)e of He nnd She,

filrr,

Todays !2Qli lruprovement Boom,

Color.

Lenrn:!ng Corp, of Amerfoa, 1974,

Filmstdp and cassette,

The New York T:!mes, 1977.
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DUPLICATING BOOKS
Cross Words for Reading
I've Got Me and I'm Glad
Learning Games
Lots of Things to Do
Mini Mysteries
Propaganda
Think Tank
'l'humbs Up
Word Games
Word Puzzles, Grades 6 1 , 6 2., 7 1 , 81
Writing About My Feelings

Educational Insights
Incentive Publications
Milliken
McGraw Hill
Educational Insights.
Allen Greene
Dandy Lion Publications
A Goo~ Apple Products
Word Games
Milliken
Good Apple, Inc.

CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Recommendations, and Conclusions

Summary
This Handbook provides activities which encourage the
learner to progress toward higher levels of moral
development by offering opportunities for discussion and
application of moral questions.

As the research shows,

moral education can and should be taught to middle school
students and moral development fits well in the middle
school curriculum.

If the school's philosophy states that

it is the duty of the school to help develop individuals to

reach their highest potential, the advisory program can
play an integral role in achieving this goal.
Recommendations
A more formalized system of feedback from teachers and
students would facilitate improvements for future lessons.
A means of observation in advisories to insure the
effectiveness of the lessons being taught as designed would
also help to improve lessons.

Further research could study

the effects of implementation of an advisory program at
another school.

Attendance, vandalism, violence, theft,

disruptions of the educational process, suspensions, and
expulsions could be monitored to sh.ow the effectiveness of
the advisory program.
107
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Conclusions
The author's research and three years experience as
department chairperson of the advisory program causes the
following points to be considered imperative for a
successful advisory program.
The building principal must have a.deep commitment to
the program.

Some members of the staff will at first feel

threatened and overworked by the advisory program.

If the

principal is not willing to work with these members, the
program is doomed to failure by this "vocal minority."
Many problems arise in the middle school years because
the students for the first time do not have one teacher
with which they spend most of the day.

Consequently, it is

possible for the individual to spend the entire day at
school with no adult viewing him as a "whole" person
(Toepfer, 1981:27).

To counteract this, the advisory

program should meet every day for at least twenty minutes.
Also, in order to give even more security, the student
should spend all his middle school years with the same
advisor.
In order for students to reach Kohlberg's preconventional level, it is important to teach moral
development lessons at stages 4 and above since most
students at the middle school age level operate at stages
2 and 3 (Munsey, 1981:27).

The best way to teach toward

stages 4, 5, and 6 is through activities rather than
lecture.

If the activities are carefully constructed, the
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lessons enable the student to reach conclusions based on
their own values rather than what they are told is good or
bad (Rest, 1974:492).

Also, the advisory should not employ

letter grades so the students will develop morally for
intrinsic reasons rather than artificial rewards (Deci,
1980:433).

If we give grades we are re.inforcing the

individuals at stage 3 (good boy--good girl) and retarding
their growth towards stages 4 and above.
Because of the importance of the program the advisory
should be taught when students are most alert.

The best

time to teach an advisory is after first period and before
lunch.
Advisories should be cross graded.

This cross grading

allows a feeling of unity in the school as opposed to a
feeling of separation between grades.
The advisory period should consist of more than
lessons.

Time should be allowed for social interaction.

Activities such as volleyball games between advisories is
an example.

Planning and having parties is another

desirable activity.

The important thing is to give the

students a chance to practice positive socialization
skills.
Though less visible, the following considerations are
of great importance for the long range effectiveness of the
advisory program.
When hiring new staff members, the administrator
should give preference to those teache.rs who are

110
child-oriented rather than subject-matter oriented.

During

orientation, the teachers should be made aware that
teaching the advisory is as important as teaching English,
Woodshop, and other content areas.
Having initiated the advisory program, it is very
likely that many of the teachers will have apprehensions
about teaching lessons on moral development.
for this are varied:

The reasons

feelings of inadequacies, lack of

experience in an academic classroom, poor self concept,
fear of informal settings with students, parental
disapproval, etc.

A study has shown that some of these

fears are legitimate.

It was found that most secondary

teachers operate at Kohlberg's stage 3 (Wilkins, 1979:548).
This presents a problem, since as has already been shown,
instruction must occur at stage 4 and above to help the
students reach the upper level.

To counteract these

deficiencies, a strong in-service program should be
developed.

This in-service will not only aid the advisory

program, but also the regular classroom.
Teachers will be more comfortable with their role in
the advisory program if the first year all lesson plans and
materials are made available for their use.

As time goes

on, the advisors will develop more confidence and
consequently work more independently in meeting the
objectives of the advisory.
The advisory teacher should play an important role in
the communication process with the· home.

Parents who have

(

communicated to the school through the advisory program
have very positive feelings about their child's school in
general (Johnson, 1979:285).
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